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1 Overview 
A form is a graphical user interface that consists of text entry fields and areas, buttons, 
checkboxes, pull-down menus, scrolling lists and other types of controls. Forms add a 
dimension of interactivity that brings Websites to life. Forms allow Website visitors to 
provide organizations with real data. 

The Advanced Forms module is used in SiteExecutive to create sophisticated forms for 
Website visitors and collects data dynamically. The module consists of several output 
options and allows the export of data into different formats. Forms must be created within 
the Advanced Forms module in the Modules/Applications Site Tree Explorer and can 
be inserted on pages or templates, provided permissions allow.   

1.1 Module Accomplishments 
The Advanced Forms module accomplishes several tasks: 

 Allows users to create forms to gather site visitor data. 

 Allows forms to be edited, updated, previewed, tested, saved, published and inserted on pages. 

 Allows the use of 17 different control types, including: text fields, text areas, buttons, image and 
file upload fields, link fields, encrypted password fields, data populator fields and more. 

 Allows application of inline styles and permits flexible design of form output. 

 Allows the use of control populators, which provide the ability to display options that are created 
and managed in external data sources or within SiteExecutive. 

 Allows the use of user-defined JavaScript functions and custom logic. 

 Stores Editable and Active version of forms. 

 Allows results to be reported daily, weekly or monthly. 

 Provides robust result handling options facilitating internal result handling, as well as storage for 
future extraction and e-mailing of results. 

 Allows the configuration of result handling to submit results to external logic. 

 Allows the deletion of results with specification of dates. 

 Tracks actions performed to the form. 

 Supports globalization of forms so that all text (except Browse button on the Upload File control) 
can be displayed in different languages; JavaScript can be used to validate multiple data formats 
and non-US addresses. 

 Provides an interface that lists the pages and templates on which each form is inserted. 

1.2 Technical Information 
The information in this section provides a high-level overview of how the Advanced 
Forms module works from a backend perspective.  

1.2.1 Initiation Process 
For new forms, SiteExecutive creates the SEFORM, SEFORMVERSION 
(status=“editable”) and SEFORMSTEP objects. The SEFORMSTEP objects are 
inherited from binary objects and contain the minimum <CFFORM> content. 

1.2.2 Edit Process 
The form editing process interacts with a temporary CFFORM file. When users launch 
the form editor, SiteExecutive creates or over-writes a temporary CFFORM file by 
copying the editable version’s CFFORM file content. 



The SiteExecutive form editor interface presents an XHTML view of the form, which 
results from displaying a temporary .CFM file containing a <CFFORM>. As 
modifications are made to a form, the temporary CFFORM file will be updated and 
the SiteExecutive XSL file will be used to transform the CFFORM to XHTML. 
Modifications to a form will only affect the temporary file until the form changes are 
saved. 

1.3 Permissions 
The Advanced Forms module is permissions-specific and can be inserted on pages or 
templates. Permissions assigned will determine the actions that can be performed with 
forms at the page or template level, at the module level and at the form level.  

1.3.1 Read Permissions 
Read permissions at the module and form group levels are required for the module to 
be available at the page or template level. When users click the Insert a Module icon 
in the Editor, the module will be available only if Read permissions are assigned to the 
user at the module level.  

Read permissions are also necessary at the form level, in order for each form to be 
available when the Advanced Forms module is inserted on a page or template. Only 
forms which the user has at least Read permissions to will appear in the Select Form 
drop-down list when the Advanced Forms module is inserted on a page or template. If 
users do not have at least Read permissions to any of the forms, a message will 
appear indicating that no forms exist.   

Read permissions also allow users to preview the form under the Preview/Edit tab at 
the form level, as long as the user has Read permissions at the enclosing form group 
and module levels.  

1.3.2 Write Permissions 
Write permissions at the module and form group levels allow users to create form 
groups and forms. With only Write permissions at the module level, users will not be 
able to use the Control Populators or access the Audit Log tab.   

At the form level, users will be able to edit and fully establish controls, results handling 
and inline styles, and will able to design the form. Users will also be able to access the 
Usage tab, which displays the pages and templates on which the form is inserted and 
the Submissions tab, which displays a summary of results submitted. Users with only 
Write permissions may not access the Audit Log tab of a form.  

On the Desktop tab, if submitted results exist, users with Write permissions may 
export results and may rename and delete the form. Users with Write permissions 
cannot purge form results and cannot access the Object Viewer. 

1.3.3 Administrative Permissions 
Admin permissions at the module and form group levels allow users to create form 
groups and forms. Users may also access the Object Viewer for a form and re-
establish permissions for other users. Administrators may access the Populator tab, 
which allows creation of text data that can be used by all forms (this is discussed in-
depth in an upcoming section) and displays options that are created in external data 
sources. At these levels, Administrators may also access the Audit Log tab to view 
the actions performed.  



 

 

At the form level, users with Admin permissions may perform all actions that users 
with Write permissions have the ability to perform. Additionally, users with Admin 
permissions can access the Object Viewer of a form, view all actions performed on the 
form via the Audit Log tab, and purge form results. 

2 Working with Forms 
The Advanced Forms module allows SiteExecutive users to create forms that are 
inserted on pages or templates to gather Website visitor data. Forms can be used to fulfill 
many goals by organizations. Common uses include, but are not limited to: 

 Course assessments 

 Class registration forms 

 Surveys 

 Tests 

 Feedback forms 

2.1 Confirmation Page 
When site visitors fill out and submit a form, they expect that the results are received by 
someone and used accordingly. When site visitors submit a form, a confirmation page 
and/or a confirmation e-mail message are helpful in indicating to site visitors that the form 
results were submitted correctly. The Advanced Forms module therefore will require a 
confirmation page to be established and must be selected during form creation. Creating 
a confirmation page is recommended before the form is created, although it can be 
created at any time.  

The confirmation page may be simple, consisting of just text on a page. The confirmation 
page must be published for it to display when a visitor submits a form. 

2.2 Interface 
At the module, form group and form levels, different tabs become available. These tabs 
provide access to additional functionalities. While a brief description of each tab follows in 
the next three sections, the functionalities available in the tabs are explained in-depth in 
upcoming sections.  

2.2.1 Module Level 
At the module level, the Advanced Forms module displays five tabs.  

 

Desktop: Allows users with at least Write permissions to create form groups and/or 
forms. This tab also allows users with Admin permissions to establish permissions 
and access the Object Viewer.  

Populator: Allows users to create a list of options in a central location that can be 
utilized on multiple forms. Via this tab, users can also introduce options from an 
external source for display on multiple forms. The options introduced via Text and 
Module control populators can be set to display on the forms as Dropdown list 
options, checkbox options, or radio button set options. This tab requires Admin 
permissions. 

Advanced: Allows users to create different email themes to format the emails sent 
through the forms. This tab requires Admin permissions. 

Usage: Allows users to view the list of editable and active pages and templates on 
which the module is inserted. This tab requires at least Write permissions. 



Audit Log: Displays all actions performed at the module level. This tab requires 
Admin permissions. 

Note: The Audit Log tab reflects changes to “seform”, which represents the 
Advanced Forms module.  

2.2.2 Form Group Level 
At the form group level, the Advanced Forms module displays two tabs.  

 

Desktop: Allows users with at least Write permissions to create form groups and/or 
forms, and to move form groups. This tab also allows users with Admin permissions 
to rename and delete forms, as well as establish permissions and access the Object 
Viewer.  

Audit Log: Displays all actions performed at the form group level. This tab requires 
Admin permissions. 

2.2.3 Form Level 
At the form level, the Advanced Forms module displays seven tabs.  

 

Desktop: Allows users with at least Write permissions to export form results, and 
rename, move and copy forms. This tab also allows users with Admin permissions to 
purge form results, delete forms, establish permissions, and access the Object 
Viewer.  

Preview/Edit: Allows users with Read permissions to preview the form. Users with at 
least Write permissions can perform all actions available on the Edit tab. This 
includes, but is not limited to: inserting controls, establishing results handling, saving, 
testing, previewing, and publishing forms. 

Usage: Allows users to view the list of editable and active pages and templates on 
which the form is inserted. This tab requires at least Write permissions. 

Submission: Displays specified range of submitted results. By default, the 
Submission tab display results submitted for the last four weeks. Date ranges can be 
specified and results can be viewed by day, week, or month. Details of each result set 
can also be viewed along with a chart. This tab requires at least Write permissions. 

Export: Allows users to export and email form results. This tab requires at least Write 
permissions. 

Spam: This tab contains all form submissions marked as spam. Users can set up 
spam notification and manage spam submissions here. This tab requires at least 
Write permissions. 

Audit Log: Displays all actions performed at the form level. This tab requires Admin 
permissions. 



 

 

2.3 Control Populators 
The Advanced Forms module introduces the concept of control populators into 
SiteExecutive. There are two types of control populators - Text and Module. Text 
control populators allow users to create a list of options in a central location and then 
allow those options to be utilized on multiple forms. Module control populators allow 
options from an external source to be introduced and displayed on forms. The options 
introduced via Text and Module control populators can be set to display on the forms as 
Dropdown list options, checkbox options, or radio button set options.  

The biggest advantage to the control populator functionality is that options can be re-
purposed throughout the forms. For example, if a list of university courses is created 
outside SiteExecutive or in a centralized location, multiple forms can display the list of 
courses without users having to unnecessarily create the list on each form.  

Since the control populators can be re-purposed on multiple forms, they are stored and 
accessed in a centralized location. The control populator options can be established at 
the module level on the Populator tab. 

 

 

2.3.1 Text Control Populators 
Text control populators allow users to create a list of options in a centralized location. 
This list can then be inserted on multiple forms.  

To create a text control populator: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 



 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

 

3. Select the Populator tab. 

4. Select Text in the Type: Dropdown list.  

 

5. Click Add.  

The Add Control Populator – Type: text dialog box will appear.  

 

  



 

 

6. Enter information in the available fields.  

The fields are defined as follows: 

“<<” = required field 

Name<<: Refers to the name of the populator. This will appear when the 
Populated Control is inserted on the form. The name entered should be 
intuitive to form creators to allow them to easily identify the desired populated 
control. This field is limited to 40 characters. 

Description: Allows for descriptive text. This does not appear on displayed 
pages or forms and should be used for informational purposes. This field is 
limited to 255 characters. 

Source<<: Allows users to enter options to display on forms, along with values 
assigned to the options for results reporting. Certain rules apply when entering 
data into the Source: field: 

 Each line will be recognized as a separate option, which will consist of a label and a 
value 

 If delimiters are not used to separate text and value (see the Delimiters field), the text 
will also be used as the value for each option 

 If delimiters are used, the text before the first occurrence of the delimiter will be 
recognized as the label of the row. Text after the first delimiter will be recognized as the 
value.  

 If the occurrence of the selected delimiter is entered at the beginning, it will not be 
recognized as the delimiter.  

 Double-quotation marks, less than and greater than symbols will be removed since 
those characters are not supported by CFFORM.  

As an example, there are four courses offered by an organization. Each course 
could be assigned a value for reporting purposes. The text could then be 
entered into the Source: field as such: 

Content Author Training,1  
Designer Training,2  
Administrator Training,3 
Add-On Module Training,4 

This field allows for text to be copied and pasted from external sources (such as 
Word, Excel, or Notepad).  

Delimiters: Refers to the separator used to break up the text and value used 
for the options entered in the Source: field. The options available are 
backslash, caret, colon, comma, vertical bar, semicolon, and underscore. For 
example, the following entries in the Source: field would be accepted: 

 

  



7. Click Validate.  

Note: Users cannot save until the source is validated.  

When validated, the Preview pane will display a preview of the label/text and 
value for options. The pane will also display the options entered in Dropdown 
list format, checkbox set format and radio button set format for previewing 
purposes.  

Label/Text and Value Preview  

 

Dropdown List Preview 

 

Checkbox Set Preview 

 

Radio Button Set Preview 

 

8. Click Save. Clicking Close will cancel all modifications.  

Once saved, the control populator will appear under the Active Control 
Populators. Control populators will appear listed in alphabetical order by name.  

 

2.3.2 Module Control Populators 
Module control populators allow options from an external source to be introduced and 
displayed on forms. 

To create a module control populator: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules.  



 

 

3. Select the Populator tab. 

4.  Select Module in the Type: Dropdown list.  

 

5. Click Add.  

The Add Control Populator – Type: module dialog box will appear.  

 

6. Enter information in the available fields.  

The fields are defined as follows: 

“<<” = required field 

Name<<: Refers to the name of the populator. This will appear when the 
Populated Control is inserted on the form. The name entered should be 
intuitive to form creators to allow them to easily identify the desired populated 
control. This field is limited to 40 characters.  

Description: Allows for descriptive text. This does not appear anywhere but 
should be used for informational purposes. This field is limited to 255 
characters. 

Source Path<<: Allows users to enter the path of the external file containing 
the populator data. The file should consist of ColdFusion-compatible logic and 
must be located within the SiteExecutive directory on the server.  

 

Technical Note: The file should be stored under the web 
root\modules directory. If it stored within the SiteExecutive folder, 
it will be deleted when SiteExecutive is updated or upgraded.  

The system will check the SiteExecutive directory and then the instance map. The 
custom file should be written to return a query object, which contains at least one 
column. The Advanced Forms module is delivered with a sample file: 

/mod/addons/semod_advancedforms/_sample/module_populator.cfm 



Text Column<<: Refers to the column label within the custom logic file that 
contains the text, which will appear on the form as options. This field is required 
and is case-sensitive. In the sample provided, the text column is labelCom. 

Value Column<<: Refers to the column within the custom logic file that contains 
the value assigned to each text option for reporting purposes. This field is required 
and is case-sensitive. In the sample provided, the value column is ValueCom.  

7. Click Validate. 

Note: Users cannot save until the source is validated.  

When validated, the Preview pane will display a preview of the label/text and 
value for options. The pane will also display the options entered in Dropdown list 
format, checkbox set format and radio button set format for previewing purposes.  

Label/Text and Value Preview  

 

Dropdown List Preview 

 

Checkbox Set Preview 

 

Radio Button Set Preview 

 

8. Click Save. Clicking Close will cancel all modifications. 

Once saved, the control populator will appear under the Active Control 
Populators. Control populators will appear listed in alphabetical order by name.  

 

2.3.3 Editing Control Populators 
Once control populators are created on the Populator tab, they can be modified.  



 

 

To edit a control populator: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the Populator tab. 

4. Click the Edit Populator icon under Actions.  

 

The Edit Control Populator dialog box will appear.  

 

5. Make necessary modifications. 

6. Click Validate. 

7. Click Save. 

Modifications will be saved. 

2.3.4 Deactivating Control Populators 
Once control populators are created on the Populator tab, they automatically appear 
as active and can be inserted via the Populated Control tool on any form. Users have 
the ability to deactivate control populators. Once deactivated, the control populator will 
not be available for future insertion on forms. The control will continue to display on 
forms in which it has already been inserted. 

To deactivate a control populator: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the Populator tab. 

4. Click the Deactivate Populator icon under Actions. 

 

A warning message will appear, notifying users that the control will continue to 
display on forms in which it currently exists, but will not be available for 
inclusion in forms after deactivation. 



 

5. Click OK. 

Once deactivated, the control populator will appear listed under the Inactive 
Control Populators.  

 

Note: Control populators cannot be deleted. Since deactivated control 
populators are not fully deleted from the system, new control populators 
cannot contain the same names as deactivated control populators.  

2.3.5 Reactivating Control Populators 
Once deactivated, control populators appear listed under the Inactive Control 
Populators and can be reactivated at any time.  

To reactivate a control populator: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the Populator tab. 

4. Click the Activate Populator icon under Actions. 

 

A warning message will appear requesting confirmation of activation. 

 

5. Click OK.  

Once activation is confirmed, the control populator will appear listed in the 
Active Control Populators.  



 

 

2.4 Email Themes 
With Advanced Forms, form owners can choose to send automated emails upon form 
submission, whether as a submission notification, confirmation, or results. 
Administrators can create various Email Themes to design the look and feel of the 
emails sent by the Advanced Forms module. 

The Email Themes are created using XSL, and thus, basic knowledge of XSL is 
required to create new themes. A preview of the created theme is provided, in addition 
to sample XML outputs to aid the administrator of the creation of the XSL theme. 

Like the control populators, Email Themes can be re-used throughout the forms. The 
Email Themes are stored and accessed in a centralized location. The control populator 
options can be established at the module level on the Advanced tab. 

2.4.1 Creating Email Themes 
To create a new Email Theme: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the Advanced tab. 

 

4. Click on the Add New Theme button. 

 

The Add Email Theme dialog box will appear.  

 
5. Enter information in the available fields.  

The fields are defined as follows: 

“<<” = required field 



Name<<: Refers to the name of the theme. The name entered should be 
intuitive to form creators to allow them to easily identify the desired theme. 
This field is limited to 40 characters. 

Style Sheet: Allows the selection of a style sheet. If a style sheet is selected, 
the styles can be used to define the design of different theme elements.  

Type: Allows user to define the type of email this Theme will be used with. 
Based on the Type selected, the dialog box will provide the appropriate 
sample XML. The options are Results, Notification, and Confirmation. The 
Type selected also determines under which Results Handling – Email tab the 
theme will be listed. 

Note: A detailed description of these email types is provided in the 
Defining Results Handling section of this user guide. 

Description: Allows for descriptive text. This does not appear on live pages or 
forms and should be used for informational purposes. This field is limited to 
255 characters. 

XSL tab: Allows user to enter the email layout in XSL format. 

Preview tab: Allows user to preview the entered XSL. 

Result XML tab: Provides sample XML file for users to aid with XSL creation. 

6. Click Save. Clicking Close will cancel all modifications.  

Once saved, the Email Theme populator will appear under the Active Email 
Themes. Themes will appear listed in alphabetical order by name.  

 

2.4.2 Editing Email Themes 
Once themes are created under the Advanced tab, they can be modified.  

To edit an Email Theme: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the Advanced tab. 

4. Click the Edit/Preview Theme icon next to the theme name.  

 

Note: Default Confirmation, Notification, and Result themes cannot be 
edited. However, these themes can be previewed. 

The Edit Email Theme dialog box will appear.  



 

 

 

5. Make necessary modifications. 

6. Click Save. 

Modifications will be saved. 

2.4.3 Deleting Email Themes 
Existing email themes can be deleted under the Advanced tab if desired.  

To delete an existing Email Theme: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the Advanced tab. 

4. Click the Delete Theme icon next to the theme name.  

 

Note: Default Confirmation, Notification, and Result themes cannot be 
deleted. 

The Warning dialog box will appear.  

 

5. Click OK to delete the theme. 



2.5 Form Groups 
Form groups allow for forms to be organized in groups by department, major sections of 
a Website, types of forms, or other categories. Permissions can also be applied at the 
form group level and therefore form groups facilitate easier management of permissions. 
For example, the Training Department of an organization may have course assessment 
forms, surveys, online registration forms, and other forms that only the staff from the 
Training Department should be able to utilize on pages. Providing permissions only to 
the users in the Training Department form group will ensure that the forms within that 
form group are accessible to only those desired users.  

2.5.1 Creating a Form Group 
Form groups can be created directly under the Advanced Forms module or within 
other form groups. This section will focus on creating form groups directly under the 
module in the Explorer. To create form groups under existing form groups, the same 
steps can be followed at the form group level. 

To create a form group: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Double-click Create Form Group on the Desktop tab. 

 

The Create Form Group dialog box will appear.  

 

4. Enter a name in the Group Name: field. The name will appear on the Explorer and is used for 
informational purposes. The name must begin with either a letter, number or underscore and 
may be followed by any combination of letters, numbers, hyphens, periods, underscores, and 
spaces. The system will delete unrecognized special characters and leading or trailing white 
spaces and will display an error message indicating correct naming convention.  

5. Click Save. 

The form group will appear selected in the Explorer. 
 

 



 

 

2.5.2 Renaming a Form Group 
Once form groups are created, they can be renamed.  

To rename a form group: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

  

4. Double-click Rename on the Desktop tab. 

 

The Rename dialog box will appear.  

 

5. Enter a new name in the Name field. The name must begin with either a letter, number or 
underscore and may be followed by any combination of letters, numbers, hyphens, periods, 
underscores, and spaces. The system will delete unrecognized special characters and leading 
or trailing white spaces and will display an error message indicating correct naming 
convention.  

6. Click Save. 

The form group will appear renamed in the Explorer.  

2.5.3 Moving a Form Group 
Once a form group is created, it can be moved.  

To move a form group: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Double-click Move on the Desktop tab. 

 



The Move dialog box will appear. 

5. Select the desired destination for the form group in the SiteExecutive Explorer. 

Note: Write access is required on the destination. 

6. Click Move. 

SiteExecutive Explorer will refresh and the moved form group will appear 
selected. 

2.5.4 Deleting a Form Group 
Once form groups are created, they can be deleted.  

To delete a form group: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Double-click Delete on the Desktop tab. 

 

The Delete dialog box will appear and will notify users that deletions cannot 
be undone.  

 

Note: If forms that are active on pages exist within the form group, 
notification of such will appear. If there are forms that are active within 
pages in the form group, the form group will not be deleted.  

 

In order to delete a form group that consists of active forms, the forms 
must first be removed from the pages.  

5. Click OK. 

The form group and all forms within the group will be deleted permanently. 



 

 

2.6 Forms 
Forms can be created at the Advanced Forms module or form group levels. This 
section focuses on creating forms within form groups. To create forms directly under the 
module, the same steps can be followed at the module level.   

2.6.1 Creating a Form 
Forms can be created to fulfill many purposes. Website owners use forms to gather 
visitor data via surveys, assessments, and more.  

To create a form: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the Desktop tab (this should appear pre-selected).  

5. Double-click Create Form. 

 

The Create Form dialog box will appear.  

 

6. Enter a name in the Form Name: field. The name of this object must start with letters and can 
be followed by letters, numbers, or underscores. This field is limited to 255 characters.  

7. Click Save. 

The form will appear selected in the Explorer.  

 



2.6.2 Editing a Form 
Via the Preview/Edit tab, users can view and make modifications to a form. Users can 
define groups, controls, buttons, required messages, style sheets, advanced 
properties, and results handling. Users can also test, preview, save, close, and publish 
the form. The editor toolbar consists of seventeen types of form controls, each one 
with its own set of properties. A form will be saved as an editable version until it is 
published. The published version of a form will become the Active version, which will 
appear on web pages.  

To edit a form: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab. 

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

 

The form editor will launch. The following tools are available on the toolbar: 

Tools: Description: 

 
Group 
Defines a container in which other control types may be inserted. When a 
group is inserted, a box with a dotted border and yellow background will 
appear as a placeholder. 

 
Textbox 
Provides a text box. This control type’s labels may be aligned to the left, to 
the right, underneath or at the top of the actual text box.  

 
Textarea 
Provides a text area. This control is similar to a textbox, however it provides 
less limitation on the number of characters. This field will be limited to 
characters.  

 
Dropdown List 
Creates a Dropdown list with available options for site visitors to choose from. 

 
Checkbox 
Creates a single checkbox for site visitors to check off. This could be used as 
a Yes/No selector. 

 
Checkbox Set 
Creates a checkbox list with available options to choose from. 

 
Radio Button Set 
Creates a radio button list with available options for site visitors to choose 
from. 

 
Button 
Defines one of four types of buttons. By default, this control is set up to 
display a Submit button with the text “Submit”. This can be changed to 
display a general button with user-defined text, a Submit button with an 
image or a Reset button.  



 

 

 
File Upload 
Introduces an upload control in which site visitors have the ability to submit a 
file. The Browse button that appears cannot be modified in this version of the 
module.  

 
Password 
Allows site visitors to enter a password, which will be encrypted during form 
submission.  

 
Horizontal Rule 
Inserts a horizontal line that may be used as a separator between controls.  

 
Vertical Rule 
Inserts a vertical line that may be used as a separator between controls.  

 
Required Message 
Creates a default message to indicate required fields. This control type 
contains two text boxes and a required marker, which is defined with the 
Form Definition tool.  

 
Text 
Allows the use of text on the form. This field is unlimited in characters.  

 
Insert an Image 
Allows the insertion of an image on the form. This tool will allow users to 
select an image from the Explorer. 

 
Insert a Link 
Creates links on the form. The module supports Internal, External and 
Mailto links.  

 
Populated Control 
Allows the use of an existing populator. Users may define the layout of the 
information as a Dropdown list, a checkbox set, or a radio button set. 

 
Copy 
Allows the duplication of selected control.  

 
Cut 
Removes a control from the existing location and makes it available so it may 
be pasted in another location on the form.  

 
Paste 
Allows users to paste a cut or copied control into another group on the same 
form.  

 
Delete Control 
Removes a control or group from the existing location. 

 
Move up, Move down 
Allows vertical movement of controls. Selecting a control will make one or 
both options available depending on the current location of the control.  

 
Move to left, Move to right 
Allows horizontal movement of controls. Selecting a control will make one or 
both options available depending on the current location of the control. 

 
Form Definition 
Allows the use of a SiteExecutive style sheet and a description of the form for 
information purposes. The Form Definition dialog box also facilitates 
definition of the Required Marker. 



 
Advanced Properties 
Allows the insertion of a SiteExecutive JavaScript file on the form.  

 
Results Handler 
Determines the handling of results. Results may be handled internally or 
externally and can be stored for future export or e-mailed to multiple 
individuals.  

 
Test Form 
Allows saved form content to be tested. In test mode, the form will behave as 
it does when displayed on a web page, though results will not be generated. 

 

Preview 
Displays form content as it will appear when displayed in the web browser 
window.  

 
Save  
Commits changes to the form.  

 
Close 
Prompts users to save modifications if they have not done so and closes the 
Edit tab. When a form is closed, the Desktop tab will appear.  

 
Publish  
Creates an active version of the form. This version will appear on pages and 
templates when the form is inserted.  

2.6.3 Inserting Controls on a Form 
Once a form is created, controls can be inserted on the form. Determining which 
control to use on a form will depend on the type of information needed from site 
visitors, as well as preference of form design.  

To insert controls on a form: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab. 

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

 

The editor tools will become available immediately and will allow insertion of 
controls on the form.  

7. Click in the form’s editable region to determine where the control will be inserted.  

8. Click the desired control in the editor toolbar. 

9. Enter information in the available fields for the desired control. Each control has different 
properties that must be defined. The properties section below the editable region of a form will 
indicate the required attributes for each form control. The available controls are explained in 
the following sections. 

A progress indicator will appear at the top right corner of a form when 
properties for the form are being defined. Once controls are inserted, the form 
can be saved. It is recommended that changes be committed with frequency. 



 

 

2.6.4 Using the Controls 
The form controls are the most important components of a form, as they will determine 
the types of fields into which site visitors will enter data. 

By default, every form starts with a blank placeholder in which all controls will be 
inserted. The placeholder’s label, ID, and type (horizontal or vertical) can be defined. 
The blank placeholder behaves similar to a group, which will be explained in the 
following section. The main group, however, will not display a dotted border, a 
background color, or Fieldset option since it is the default group.   

Inserting any of the controls on the form will display the control within the editor, along 
with property options that can be defined for each. Certain fields in the properties 
definition are required for each control type. These fields are indicated by arrows. If 
required fields are left blank, an error message will appear notifying users that 
required fields have been left blank. 
 
Note: All controls in a form must be created with the control types available on 
the toolbar. They will be the only controls supported and for which results 
submitted will appear as expected. The module does not support form controls 
created via custom logic.  

2.6.4.1 Group Control 

The Group is a container into which other controls may be inserted. This control 
type facilitates organization of all controls. Since controls can be inserted within 
groups, a group allows for categorization and sub-categorization of form fields.  

 

The Group control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 
 

Attribute Information 

Label Defines the label for the group. 

ID 

Refers to the group control’s identification. 

Technical Note: Groups are inserted in tables 
in the HTML; therefore, the ID will be inserted into 
the table’s ID attribute. IDs can be used in the style 
sheet to define the design the output of the fields. 
Unique IDs should be inserted for each control. 

Type 

Defines the alignment for all controls inserted inside 
the group. These types include Vertical, Horizontal, 
and Fieldset. 

 Vertical: Arranges controls in a vertical manner. A Vertical type 
group with a text control inserted appears as follows: 

 



 Technical Note: In the example above, the label will be 
embedded in a <td> tag with a pre-populated class name, 
"seHeaderTitle". The group’s label will appear within a cell in 
the HTML. 

 Horizontal: Arranges controls in a horizontal manner. A Horizontal 
type group with a text control inserted appears as follows: 

 

Technical Note: In the example above, 
the label will be embedded in a <td> tag with 
three pre-populated class names, 
"seLabelTitle”, “seLabelPosRight”, 
“seFirstChild", which is then embedded in a 
<tr> tag with class name, "seElementRow". 
The group’s label will appear within a cell in 
the HTML. 

 Fieldset: Arranges controls within a bordered container. A 
Fieldset type group with a text control inserted appears as follows: 

 

Controls inserted in a group with the Fieldset 
type selected appear in a vertical manner. 

Style 

Allows users to define inline styles for the group. This 
option launches the Update Inline Style dialog box. 

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the end 
of this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

When inserted as a Horizontal or Vertical type, the 
group control displays a dotted border and yellow 
background. If the type Fieldset is selected, a solid 
border will appear.  

 

2.6.4.2 Textbox  

The Textbox control provides a text box in which site visitors can enter text. Text 
entered by site visitors will appear in a straight line and will not wrap within a 
textbox field.  

 

The Textbox control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Attribute Information 

Label 

Defines the label for the textbox. 

Technical Note: The textbox’s label will be embedded in a <label 
for=”FIELDNAME”> tag. “FIELDNAME” will be populated with text 
entered into the Field Name: field in the Textbox Properties section 
and will be placed in a <div> tag with the pre-populated class name 
"seText". This can be viewed in the HTML by accessing the source 
code. 

Field Name 

Defines the textbox’s tag name and ID attributes. The field name 
must be unique for each control. The system will automatically 
populate unique names into each control as necessary since the 
name is required to display most controls. 

Technical Note: In some cases, a name is not needed to display 
the control (such as horizontal rules). There are exceptions in some 
cases, where CFFORM will automatically add sequential IDs in a set 
at run time (such as radio button sets and checkbox sets). IDs will not 
exist in CFFORM content until the code is rendered. Due to this, there 
may be cases where field names are duplicated. The system will 
search if duplicate field names exist in a form and will display a 
message to users. To force field name exclusivity, it is recommended 
that unique names be manually inserted for each control’s field name. 
In the source code, users will notice the HTML displays the field name 
as the name and ID attribute within a control’s label tag. 

Label Align 

Provides alignment options for the label in relation to the textbox 
input. The options available are Left, Right, Top, and Bottom. The 
option selected will affect the display of the textbox’s label and the 
textbox field. 

Label Class 

Refers to the style class name, which will be used by the <label> 
tag’s class attribute. The class entered should match a class defined 
in the style sheet (if a style sheet will be associated with the form). 
Defines the design of the label. 

Default Value 
Refers to the default value that will appear in the textbox when the 
form is displayed. Values entered here will be submitted as results if 
site visitors do not replace them with different data. 

Max Length 
Determines the maximum number of characters allowed in the 
textbox field (0-9999). This will determine the width of the textbox field 
for site visitors. Characters beyond the max length cannot be entered. 

Required 
Sets the textbox as a required control. This forces site visitors to enter 
data into this control before submitting the form. By default, textbox 
controls are not required. 

Encrypt Value 
Determines if values inserted into the textbox field should be 
encrypted. By default, values entered into this field will not be 
encrypted. 

Validation Defines the type of validation for the content entered by site visitors. 



The validation types available consist of the following ColdFusion 
options: 

 Boolean 

 Credit Card 

 Email: Verifies e-mail address syntax. E-mail validation is required 
if the option to send form results and notification results to visitors 
is desired. CFMX client-side validation logic is used to validate e-
mail addresses and does not allow for the ampersand to be used 
as part of an e-mail address.  

 Multiple Emails 

 European Date 

 Integer 

 Numeric 

 Time 

 US Date 

 US Telephone 

 US SSN 

 US Zip Code 

 Unique ID 

 URL: CFMX client-side validation logic is used to validate URLs 
and will validate incomplete URLs. 

Error Message 
Refers to the message that will appear to site visitors when the 
validation fails. The error message will be displayed in a JavaScript 
alert. 

Label Style 

Allows users to define inline styles for the label. This 
option launches the Update Inline Style dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the end 
of this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Field Style 

Allows users to define inline style for the textbox field 
(<input> tag’s style attribute). This option launches 
the Update Inline Style dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the end 
of this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Events 

Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in available 
event fields. The Events button will launch the 
Update Events dialog box. If JavaScript files have 
been included on the form, the JavaScript 
Functions section will display the available functions 
to guide users.  

 Technical Note: Browsers have a rule that 
controls the relationship between field names and 
JavaScript function names in forms. A JavaScript 
function name cannot be the same as any field name 
in the same form. Users should use caution when 
defining field and JavaScript function names and 
should ensure not to use field names as JavaScript 
function names.  

The Advanced Forms module will not validate the 
input values inserted by site visitors with specific 
JavaScript standards. 



 

 

2.6.4.3 Textarea 

The Textarea control provides a text area in which site visitors can input text. 
Text entered by site visitors will wrap within the text area and will display a scroll 
bar when text is entered.  

 

The Textarea control consists of the following attributes: 
 
 

 

Label Attribute 

Label 

Defines the label for the textarea. 

Technical Note: The textarea’s label will be embedded in a <label 
for=”FIELDNAME”> tag. “FIELDNAME” will be populated with text 
entered into the Field Name: field in the Textarea Properties section 
and will be placed in a <div> tag with the pre-populated class name 
"seText". This can be viewed in the HTML by accessing the source code. 

Field Name 

Defines the textarea’s tag name and ID attributes. The field name must 
be unique for each control. The system will automatically populate 
unique names into each control as necessary since the name is required 
to display most controls. 

Technical Note: In some cases, a name is not needed to display the 
control (such as horizontal rules). There are exceptions in some cases, 
where CFFORM will automatically add sequential IDs in a set at run time 
(such as radio button sets and checkbox sets). IDs will not exist in 
CFFORM content until the code is rendered. Due to this, there may be 
cases where field names are duplicated. The system will search if 
duplicate field names exist in a form and will display a message to users. 
To force field name exclusivity, it is recommended that unique names be 
manually inserted for each control’s field name. 

Label Class 

Refers to the style class name, which will be used by the <label>. The 
class entered should match a class defined in the style sheet (if a style 
sheet will be associated with the form). Defines the design of the label. 

Technical Note: The system will assign the reserved class name, 
"seTextarea", to textarea controls. 

Label Align 

Provides alignment options for the label in relation to the textarea input. 
The options available are Left, Right, Top, and Bottom. The option 
selected will affect the display of the textarea’s label and the textarea 
field. 

Required 
Sets the textarea as a required control. This forces site visitors to enter 
data into this control before submitting the form. By default, textarea 
controls are not required. 

Default 
Value 

Refers to the default value that will appear in the textarea when the form 
is displayed. Values entered here will be submitted as results if site 
visitors do not replace them with data. 



Validation 

Defines the type of validation for the content entered by site visitors. The 
validation types available consist of the following ColdFusion options: 

 Boolean 

 Credit Card 

 European Date 

 Integer 

 Numeric 

 Time 

 US Date 

 US Telephone 

 US SSN 

 US Zip Code 

 Unique ID 

 URL: CFMX client-side validation logic is used to validate URLs 
and will validate incomplete URLs. 

Error 
Message 

Refers to the message that will appear to site visitors when the validation 
fails. The error message will be displayed in a JavaScript alert. 

Encrypt 
Value 

Allows encryption of field entry on form. 

Label Style 

Allows users to define inline styles for the label. This 
option launches the Update Inline Style dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the end of 
this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Field Style 

Allows users to define inline style for the textarea field. 
This option launches the Update Inline Style dialog 
box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the end of 
this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Events 

Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in available 
event fields. The Events button will launch the Update 
Events dialog box. If JavaScript files have been 
included on the form, the JavaScript Functions section 
will display the available functions to guide users.  

Technical Note: When a textarea control is 
displayed, ColdFusion MX XSL logic pre-fills the text 
area with a space. Client-side logic may have to be 
provided to trim the space if undesired. 

Note: The max length of a text area can be set using 
custom logic. 

 

2.6.4.4 Dropdown List 

The Dropdown List control provides a list of options from which site visitors can 
select.  

 



 

 

The Dropdown List control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

Label Attribute 

Label Defines the label for the Dropdown list. 

Field Name 

Defines the “select” tag’s name and ID attributes. The field name 
must be unique for each control. The system will automatically 
populate unique names into each control as necessary since the 
name is required to display most controls. 

Technical Note: In some cases, a name is not needed to display 
the control (such as horizontal rules). There are exceptions in some 
cases, where CFFORM will automatically add sequential IDs in a set 
at run time (such as radio button sets and checkbox sets). IDs will not 
exist in CFFORM content until the code is rendered. Due to this, there 
may be cases where field names are duplicated. The system will 
search if duplicate field names exist in a form and will display a 
message to users. To force field name exclusivity, it is recommended 
that unique names be manually inserted for each control’s field name. 

Size 
Determines the number of rows that will be visible when the form is 
displayed. By default, Dropdown lists will display only one option. 

Multiple Select 
Indicates whether or not site visitors can select more than one option. 
If the size of the Dropdown list is set to greater than one, the Multiple 
Select option will become enabled.  

Required 
Sets the Dropdown list as a required control. This forces site visitors 
to select an option in this control before submitting the form. 

Error Message 
Refers to the message that will appear to site visitors when the 
validation fails. The error message will be displayed in a JavaScript 
alert. 

Label Align 
Provides alignment options. The options available are Left, Right, 
Top, and Bottom. The option selected will affect the display of the 
Dropdown list’s label and the Dropdown options. 

Label Class 

Refers to the style class name, which will be used by the <label> 
tag’s class attribute. The class entered should match a class defined 
in the style sheet (if a style sheet will be associated with the form). 
Defines the design of the label. 

Options 
Defines Dropdown list options. This option launches the Edit 
Dropdown List Options dialog box. 

Events 

Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in available 
event fields. The Events button will launch the 
Update Events dialog box. If JavaScript files have 
been included on the form, the JavaScript 
Functions section will display the available functions 



to guide users.  

Label Style 

Allows users to define inline styles for the label. This 
option launches the Update Inline Style dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the end 
of this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Field Style 

Allows users to define inline style for the textarea 
field. This option launches the Update Inline Style 
dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the end 
of this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

 

To create options:   

1. Click Options in the bottom panel. 

The Edit Drop Down List Options dialog appears. 

2. Click Add Options. 

3. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

Text: Refers to the text that will display on the web page in the list of Dropdown options. 
The text field does not allow greater than or less than symbols.  

 

Best Practice: It is recommended that a blank option be 
created in cases where the Dropdown list is a required control. 

Value: Refers to the value that will be assigned to the text in the results when the form is 
submitted. Double-quotation marks and greater than symbols are not allowed in the 
Value field.  

 

Best Practice: Values should be kept short and can 
be keywords representing the text.  

Selected: Displays options selected by default when the form is displayed. If Multiple 
Select is selected, multiple options can be set as selected and will appear highlighted on 
the form. If Multiple Select is de-selected, only one option can be set as selected.  

Move: Allows reorganization of options so they appear in desired order.  

Delete: Removes the option. 

4. Repeat steps for each desired option. 

5. Click Save. This commits changes to the Dropdown list options. Clicking Close will close 
the dialog box without committing changes. 

Note: If you have more than five options in your drop down menu, consider using a 
populator to manage them instead. 

 

2.6.4.5 Checkbox  

The Checkbox control defines a single checkbox, which site visitors can select 
or leave de-selected. By default, the checkbox appears de-selected when the 
form is displayed.  



 

 

 

The Checkbox control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

Label Attribute 

Label Defines the label for the checkbox. 

Field Name 

Defines the checkbox’s tag name and ID attributes. The field name 
must be unique for each control. The system will automatically 
populate unique names into each control as necessary since the 
name is required to display most controls. 

Technical Note: In some cases, a name is not needed to 
display the control (such as horizontal rules). There are exceptions 
in some cases, where CFFORM will automatically add sequential 
IDs in a set at run time (such as radio button sets and checkbox 
sets). IDs will not exist in CFFORM content until the code is 
rendered. Due to this, there may be cases where field names are 
duplicated. The system will search if duplicate field names exist in a 
form and will display a message to users. To force field name 
exclusivity, it is recommended that unique names be manually 
inserted for each control’s field name. 

Error Message 
Refers to the message that will appear to site visitors when the 
validation fails. The error message will be displayed in a JavaScript 
alert. 

Required 
Sets the checkbox as a required control. This forces site visitors to 
enter data into this control before submitting the form. By default, 
the checkbox control is not required. 

Label Align 
Provides alignment options. The options available are Left and 
Right. The option selected will affect the display of the checkbox’s 
label and the checkbox option. 

Label Class 

Refers to the style class name, which will be used by the <label> 
tag’s class attribute. The class entered should match a class 
defined in the style sheet (if a style sheet will be associated with the 
form). Defines the design of the label. 

Label Style 

Allows users to define inline styles for the label. 
This option launches the Update Inline Style 
dialog box. For more information on the Update 
Inline Style dialog, see the end of this section, 
2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Events 

Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in available 
event fields. The Events button will launch the 
Update Events dialog box. If JavaScript files have 
been included on the form, the JavaScript 
Functions section will display the available 



functions to guide users.  

Technical Note: The checkbox will be assigned the class 
name, “seCheckbox”. 

 

2.6.4.6 Checkbox Set 

The Checkbox Set control defines a checkbox set of options from which site 
visitors can select. By default, the checkbox set options appear de-selected when 
the form is displayed.  

 

The Checkbox Set control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

Label Attribute 

Set Label Defines the label for the whole checkbox set. 

Visible 
Sets the Set Label to visible on the form.  Visible must be 
checked to select a Set Label Arrangement. 

Field Name 

Defines the checkbox set’s tag name and ID attributes. The 
field name must be unique for each control. The system will 
automatically populate unique names into each control as 
necessary since the name is required to display most 
controls. 

Error Message 
Refers to the message that will appear to site visitors when 
the validation fails. The error message will be displayed in a 
JavaScript alert. 

Required 
Sets the checkbox set as a required control. This forces site 
visitors to enter data into this control before submitting the 
form. By default, the checkbox set control is not required. 

Set Label 
Arrangement 

Provides layout choices for Set Label options. The options 
available are Vertical and Horizontal. By default, the Set 
Label options appear in horizontal layout. The option selected 
will affect the display of the Set Labels.  Set Labels must be 
set to visible for layout selection. 

Checkbox 
Arrangement 

Provides layout choices for checkbox set options. The options 
available are Vertical and Horizontal. By default, the 
checkbox set options appear in vertical layout. The option 
selected will affect the display of the checkbox set options. 

 Design Technique: The Advanced Forms module does 
not support multiple columns of checkbox sets directly. To 
design checkbox sets in column layout, an alternate 
technique is available:   



 

 

1. Insert a checkbox set control with Horizontal 
arrangement within a group. 

2. Select a style sheet in which the <label> tag is set to a 
fixed width. For example: 100px. 

3. Based on the number of columns desired, define the 
group’s width (through inline style definition or on the 
style sheet applied to the form) to allow for multiple 
columns to appear. For example, setting the group’s 
width to 300px, will display the checkbox set in a two-
column format. 

Options 
Defines checkbox set options. This option launches the Edit 
Checkbox Set Options dialog box. 

 

To create options:  

1. Click Options in the bottom panel. 

The Edit Checkbox Set Options dialog appears. 

2. Click Add Option. 

3. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

Label: Refers to the text that will display on the web page as checkbox set options. The 
text field does not allow greater than or less than symbols.  

Style: Allows users to define styling for each Label field. 

 

Value: Refers to the value that will be assigned to the text in the results when the form is 
submitted. This field accepts special characters.   

 

Best Practice: Values should be kept short and can 
be keywords representing the text.  

Checked: Displays options selected by default when the form is displayed.  

Events: Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in available event fields. The Events 
button will launch the Update Events dialog box. If JavaScript files have been included on 
the form, the JavaScript Functions section will display the available functions to guide 
users. Saving the changes will commit call modifications to Events.  



 

Move: Allows reorganization of options so they appear in desired order.  

Delete: Removes the option. 

4. Repeat steps for each desired option.  

5. Click Save. This commits changes to the checkbox set options. Clicking Close will close 
the dialog box without committing changes. 

Note: The Required Marker will not display for Checkbox Set controls.  

 

Technical Note: The checkbox will be assigned the class 
name, “seCheckbox”. 

2.6.4.7 Radio Button Set 

The Radio Button Set control defines a radio button set of options from which 
site visitors can select. By default, the radio button set options appear de-
selected when the form is displayed.  

 

The Radio Button Set control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Label Attribute 

Set Label Defines the label for the whole radio button set. 

Visible 
Sets the Set Label to visible on the form.  Visible must be checked to 
select a Set Label Arrangement. 

Field Name 

Defines the radio button set’s tag name and ID attributes. The field 
name must be unique for each control. The system will automatically 
populate unique names into each control as necessary since the name 
is required to display most controls. 

Error Message 
Refers to the message that will appear to site visitors when the 
validation fails. The error message will be displayed in a JavaScript 
alert. 

Required 
Sets the checkbox set as a required control. This forces site visitors to 
enter data into this control before submitting the form. By default, the 
checkbox set control is not required. 

Set Label 
Arrangement 

Provides layout choices for Set Label options. The options available 
are Vertical and Horizontal. By default, the Set Label options appear 
in horizontal layout. The option selected will affect the display of the 
Set Labels.  Set Labels must be set to visible for layout selection. 

Checkbox 
Arrangement 

Provides layout choices for checkbox set options. The options 
available are Vertical and Horizontal. By default, the checkbox set 
options appear in vertical layout. The option selected will affect the 
display of the checkbox set options. 

 Design Technique: The Advanced Forms module does not 
support multiple columns of radio button sets directly. To design radio 
button sets in column layout, an alternate technique is available:   

1. Insert a radio button set with Horizontal arrangement within a 
group 

2. Select a style sheet in which the <label> tag is set to a fixed 
width. For example: 100px. 

3. Based on the number of columns desired, define the group’s 
width (through inline style definition or on the style sheet 
applied to the form) to allow for multiple columns to appear. For 
example, setting the group’s width to 300px, will display the 
radio button set in a two-column format. 

Options 
Defines radio button set options. This option launches the Edit Radio 
Button Set Options dialog box. 

 

To create options:  

1. Click Options in the bottom panel. 

The Edit Radio Button Set Options dialog appears. 

2. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

Label: Refers to the text that will display on the web page as radio button set options. The 
text field does not allow greater than or less than symbols.  

  



Style: Allows users to define styling for each Label field. 

 

Value: Refers to the value that will be assigned to the text in the results when the form is 
submitted. This field accepts special characters. 

Checked: Displays options selected by default when the form is displayed.  

Events: Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in available event fields. 
The Events button will launch the Update Events dialog box. If JavaScript 
files have been included on the form, the JavaScript Functions section will 
display the available functions to guide users. Saving the changes will 
commit call modifications to Events.  

 

Move: Allows reorganization of options so they appear in desired order.  

Delete: Removes the option. 

3. Repeat steps for each desired option.  

  



 

 

4. Click Save. This commits changes to the checkbox set options. Clicking Close will close 
the dialog box without committing changes.  

Note: The Required Marker will not display for Radio Button Set controls.  

 

Technical Note: The radio buttons will be assigned the class 
name, “seRadio”. 

2.6.4.8 Button  

The Button control can be used to define four types of buttons, including: 
General, Submit (Text), Submit (Image) and Reset. By default, when the 
Button control is inserted on a form, the Submit (Text) button appears. The types 
of buttons and each button’s attributes are defined in the following sections. 

2.6.4.8.1 General Button 

The General button allows users to define a general button on a form. 
The button can be used to submit form results. The button can also be 
used to update fields if JavaScript functions call for conditional fields.  

 

The General button consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

Label Attribute 

Type 
Determines the type of button to insert on the 
form. 

Text 
Defines the text on the button. The text is 
required. 

Name 
Defines the <input> tag’s name and ID attribute. 
Each control must have a unique name. 

Class 

Refers to the value, which will be used by the 
<input> tag’s class attribute. The class entered 
here should match a class defined in the style 
sheet (if a style sheet will be associated with the 
form). Defines the design of the button. 

Technical Note: The buttons will be 
assigned the class name, “seButton” by default. 

Style 

Allows users to define inline styles for the 
button. This option launches the Update Inline 
Style dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the 
end of this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Events 

Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in 
available event fields. The Events button will 
launch the Update Events dialog box. If 
JavaScript files have been included on the form, 



the JavaScript Functions section will display 
the available functions to guide users.  

 

2.6.4.8.2 Submit (Text) Button 

The Submit (Text) button allows users to create a submit button on the 
form with desired text.  

 

The Submit (Text) button consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

Label Attribute 

Type 
Determines the type of button to insert on the 
form. 

Text 
Defines the text on the button. The text is 
required. 

Name 
Defines the <input> tag’s name and ID attribute. 
Each control must have a unique name. 

Class 

Refers to the value, which will be used by the 
<input> tag’s class attribute. The class entered 
here can be used to match a class defined in the 
style sheet (if a style sheet will be associated 
with the form). Defines the design of the button. 

Technical Note: The buttons will be 
assigned the class name, “seButton” by default. 

Style 

Allows users to define inline styles for the 
button. This option launches the Update Inline 
Style dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the 
end of this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Events 

Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in 
available event fields. The Events button will 
launch the Update Events dialog box. If 
JavaScript files have been included on the form, 
the JavaScript Functions section will display 
the available functions to guide users.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

2.6.4.8.3 Submit (Image) Button 

The Submit (Image) button allows users to create a submit button on 
the form which can be designed as desired via an image.  

 

The Submit (Image) button consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

Label Attribute 

Type 

Determines the type of button to insert on the 
form. When inserting a Submit (Image) button, 
users will be forced to select an image before 
they can define other attributes. Cancellation of 
image selection will default the button type to 
the previous type or the default Submit (Text) 
type. 

Select 

Allows users to select an image from the 
SiteExecutive Explorer. Images must first be 
uploaded into the Explorer in order to be used 
via this button. 

Name 
Defines the <input> tag’s name and ID 
attribute. Each control must have a unique 
name. 

Class 

Refers to the value, which will be used by the 
<input> tag’s class attribute. The class entered 
here should match a class defined in the style 
sheet (if a style sheet will be associated with 
the form). Defines the design of the button. 

Technical Note: The buttons will be 
assigned the class name, “seButton” by default. 

 

2.6.4.8.4 Reset 

The Reset button allows users to create a reset button on the form with 
desired text.  

 

The Reset button consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 



Label Attribute 

Type 
Determines the type of button to insert on the 
form. 

Text 
Defines the text on the button. The text is 
required. 

Name 
Defines the <input> tag’s name and ID 
attribute. Each control must have a unique 
name. 

Class 

Refers to the value, which will be used by the 
<input> tag’s class attribute. The class entered 
here should match a class defined in the style 
sheet (if a style sheet will be associated with 
the form). Defines the design of the button. 

Technical Note: The buttons will be 
assigned the class name, “seButton” by 
default. 

Style 

Allows users to define inline styles for the 
button. This option launches the Update Inline 
Style dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see 
the end of this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Events 

Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in 
available event fields. The Events button will 
launch the Update Events dialog box. If 
JavaScript files have been included on the 
form, the JavaScript Functions section will 
display the available functions to guide users.  

 

2.6.4.9 File Upload 

The File Upload control allows site visitors to submit files to the form. This 
control is typically used by site visitors to attach documents, spreadsheets, 
presentations, resumes, references, and other types of files.  

 

The File Upload control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Label Attribute 

Label Defines the label for the file upload field. 

Field Name 

Defines the file upload control’s tag name and ID attributes. The field 
name must be unique for each control. The system will automatically 
populate unique names into each control as necessary since the name is 
required to display most controls. 

Error 
Message 

Refers to the message that will appear to site visitors when the validation 
fails. The error message will be displayed in a JavaScript alert. 

Label Align 
Provides alignment options. The options available are Left, Right, Top, 
and Bottom. The option selected will affect the display of the file upload 
label and the input field. 

Label Class 

Refers to the value, which will be used by the <label> tag’s class 
attribute. The class entered should match a class defined in the style 
sheet (if a style sheet will be associated with the form). Defines the 
design of the label. 

Field Size 
Defines the size of the input box where the uploaded file’s path will 
appear. 

Required 
Sets the file upload as a required control. This forces site visitors to 
attach a file via this control before submitting the form. By default, the file 
upload control is not required. 

Label Style 

Allows users to define inline styles for the label. This 
option launches the Update Inline Style dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the end of 
this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Field Style 

Allows users to define inline style for the uploaded file’s 
field (<input> tag’s style attribute). This option launches 
the Update Inline Style dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the end of 
this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Events 

Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in available 
event fields. The Events button will launch the Update 
Events dialog box. If JavaScript files have been 
included on the form, the JavaScript Functions section 
will display the available functions to guide users.  

Note: The Browse button that appears as part of the File Upload 
control cannot be modified. This is the standard browser button 
that will appear to site visitors and will be used to attach files as 
part of the results. 

  

 



2.6.4.10 Password 

The Password control allows users to submit a password. This control is 
typically used by form creators to ensure encryption of field data. While the 
Password control works similar to a Textbox control, the data entered by site 
visitors will appear as bullets while the data is being entered on the form.  

Note: The password value will never be decrypted. Users must use the 
SiteExecutive built-in module to decrypt password values. Decrypting 
password values is explained in more detail in an upcoming section.  

 

The Password control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

Label Attribute 

Label Defines the label for the password field. 

Field Name 

Defines password’s tag name and ID attributes. The field name must be 
unique for each control. The system will automatically populate unique names 
into each control as necessary since the name is required to display most 
controls. 

Error 
Message 

Refers to the message that will appear to site visitors when the validation 
fails. The error message will be displayed in a JavaScript alert. 

Label Align 
Provides alignment options. The options available are Left, Right, Top, and 
Bottom. The option selected will affect the display of the file upload label and 
the input field. 

Label Class 
Refers to the value, which will be used by the <label> tag’s class attribute. 
The class entered should match a class defined in the style sheet (if a style 
sheet will be associated with the form). Defines the design of the label. 

Max Length 
Determines the maximum number of characters allowed in the textbox of the 
password field (0-9999). This will determine the width of the textbox for site 
visitors. Characters beyond the max length cannot be entered. 

Required 
Sets the password as a required control. This forces site visitors to enter data 
into this control before submitting the form. By default, the password control is 
not required. 

Label Style 

Allows users to define inline styles for the label. This option 
launches the Update Inline Style dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the end of this 
section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Field Style 

Allows users to define inline style for the password field 
(<input> tag’s style attribute). This option launches the 
Update Inline Style dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the end of this 
section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 



 

 

Events 

Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in available event 
fields. The Events button will launch the Update Events 
dialog box. If JavaScript files have been included on the form, 
the JavaScript Functions section will display the available 
functions to guide users.  

 

2.6.4.11 Horizontal Rule 

The Horizontal Rule control allows users to insert a horizontal separator on the 
form. This is typically inserted to indicate section breaks on forms.  

 

The Horizontal Rule control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

Label Attribute 

Width 

Defines the rule’s width. By default, the width is 
set to 100%. The value entered can be a 
numerical value or a percentage. Numerical 
values can be inserted without the percentage 
symbol to indicate pixels. If the width entered is 
desired in percentages, the percentage symbol 
should follow the numerical value. 

Height 
Defines the rule’s height. By default, the height 
is 1 pixel. The value entered here is measured 
in pixels. 72 pixels is equivalent to one inch. 

Color 

Defines the rule’s color. By default, the color of 
the rule is black (hexadecimal value #000000). 
The color’s hexadecimal value can be inserted 
in the Color: field. If the code is unknown, 
clicking the color selector will allow users to 
select a color or enter RGB values.  

Align 

Defines the rule’s alignment across the page. 
The options available are Left, Center, and 
Right. By default, the alignment of the 
horizontal rule is set to Center. 

Technical Note: The horizontal rule’s 
design can also be established by defining the 
<hr> tag on the style sheet. 

 

2.6.4.12 Vertical Rule 

The Vertical Rule control allows users to insert a vertical separator on the form. 
This is typically inserted to indicate column-type breaks on forms.  



 

The Vertical Rule control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

 

Label Attribute 

Width 

Defines the rule’s width. By default, the width is 
set to 1 pixel. The value entered here is 
measured in pixels. 72 pixels is equivalent to 
one inch. 

Height 

Defines the rule’s height. By default, the height 
is 20 pixels. The value entered here is 
measured in pixels. 72 pixels is equivalent to 
one inch. 

Color 

Defines the rule’s color. By default, the color of 
the rule is black (hexadecimal value #000000). 
The color’s hexadecimal value can be inserted 
in the Color: field. If the code is unknown, 
clicking the color selector will allow users to 
select a color or enter RGB values. 

Technical Note: The vertical rule’s design 
cannot be defined in style sheets since it is not 
a valid HTML tag. 

 

2.6.4.13 Required Message 

The Required Message control allows users to define the message desired to 
indicate which controls are required on a form. This is typically inserted at the 
beginning of forms or form sections.  

 

The Required Message control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

Label Attribute 

Message 

Contains textboxes and a marker, which allow users to indicate how to 
identify required controls. By default, the first text box contains the 
default value “Fields marked with” and the second text box contains 
the default value “are required”. The default marker is an asterisk, 



 

 

unless another marker is defined via the Form Definition tool (Form 
Definition tool is explained in an upcoming section). 

Class 

Defines the style class for the message text written in the textboxes. 
The class entered here should match a class defined in the style sheet 
(if a style sheet will be associated with the form). 

Technical Note: The textboxes are set up in a span (<span 
class=””>). 

Style 

Allows users to define inline styles for the two textboxes in which the 
message can be entered. This option launches the Update Inline 
Style dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the end of 
this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Technical Note: The actual marker will be 
wrapped in <span class=”seRequiredMarker”>. The 
HTML code will appear as such: 
<span class=”CLASSNAME”>FIRST_PART_TEXT</span><span 
class=” seRequiredMarker”>MARKER(can be a text or a <img> 
tag)</span><span 
class=”CLASSNAME”>SECOND_PART_TEXT</span> 

 

2.6.4.14 Text 

The Text control allows users to insert text within a form. This control can be 
used to insert text that will explain upcoming sections on a form or to provide an 
introduction message at the beginning of a form. It can also be used to include 
text to separate sections of a form or to provide a conclusion at the end of the 
form.  

 

The Text control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

  



Label Attribute 

Text 
Allows entry of text that will appear on the form when it is displayed. 
This field supports only text. 

Style 

Allows users to define inline styles for the text entered in the Text 
field. This option launches the Update Inline Style dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the 
end of this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Events 

Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in available 
event fields. The Events button will launch the 
Update Events dialog box. If JavaScript files have 
been included on the form, the JavaScript 
Functions section will display the available 
functions to guide users.  

 

2.6.4.15 Image 

The Image control allows users to insert an image on the form. This control 
launches the Insert Image dialog box, which allows users to select an image 
from the SiteExecutive Explorer and define the selected image’s attributes. 

 

 

To insert an image on the form once the Insert Image dialog box appears: 



 

 

1. Click Select Image to search for the desired image.  

The Image Selector dialog box will appear 

 

2. Navigate to the desired image by clicking on the site or folder (in the left pane of the 
dialog) where the image is located. When the site or folder is clicked, any images in the 
site or folder appear in the right pane of the window. 

 

3. Select the desired image by clicking on it in the right pane of the window. 

4. Click Select. 

The Image Selector dialog box will close. The Insert Image dialog box 
will remain open and will show the image name in the Image: field.   



 

5. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

Alt Text: Generates an alternative text tag that is visible when the 
pointer is placed over an image. This assists with Section 508 
compliance for sight-impaired access. This field is limited to 50 
characters. 

Class: Typically, with image insertion on pages and templates, the Class 
allows the selection of a selector from the style sheet. In the Advanced 
Forms module, however, this Class field will always be disabled. To 
apply a class to the selected image, the Class property in the control’s 
property set should be used.  

Align: Refers to the position of the image on the page relative to 
surrounding objects or text. Because the Advanced Forms module does 
not allow for text to be entered directly before or after the image, the 
Align property may not always work as expected.  

 

Technical Note: Images inserted on the Advanced 
Forms module will always be nested in div tags. 
Alignment can be established via style sheets.  



 

 

Border: Places a border around your image. The value entered here is 
measured in pixels. 72 pixels is equivalent to one inch. 

Horizontal Spacing/Vertical Spacing: Creates space around the image 
to offset text and objects. The value entered here is measured in pixels. 
72 pixels is equivalent to one inch. 

Width/Height: Refers to the size of an image. Images have a default 
height and width, which are determined by the actual pixel size of the 
image when it was created and uploaded. The value entered here is 
measured in pixels. 72 pixels is equivalent to one inch. 

Scale: Refers to the scale percentage of the image as compared to the 
original image. Scaling the image facilitates proportional resizing of an 
image. When a percentage is entered, the width and height of the image 
will automatically calculate to avoid distortion. The value entered here is 
measured in percentage. The percentage entered should be a positive 
integer between 1 and 100.   

Reset: Reverts image back to the original size. 

 

Best Practice: Graphic software should be used to 
resize images to avoid image distortion. While images 
can be resized via the Width, Height, and Scale 
properties, the actual size of the file will not change 
and distortion of the image is possible.  

Enable: Enables rollover image, which allows users to link two images 
together. When the pointer is placed on an image, the system will display 
a second image. This is used primarily for buttons and other navigation 
features. It is important that both the images (primary and rollover) be 
approximately the same size to avoid distortion. When Enable is 
selected, a second image should be selected. 

 

The Insert Image dialog box will display the selected rollover image’s 
dimensions and size once a rollover image is selected.  

 

Best Practice: As a best practice, users should avoid using 
large images, as they will negatively affect performance of the 
form and page. 

6. Click Save. 

The image will appear on the form. 

Once the image is inserted on the form, the Image Properties section 
will appear.  

The Image control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 



 

Label Attribute 

Name 

Defines the image’s tag name and ID attributes. The field name must be 
unique for each control. The system will automatically populate unique 
names into each control as necessary since the name is required to 
display the image control. 

Technical Note: The image control’s name consists of two parts, 
the first which appends “_img_” to the beginning of the name. This 
provides the image with a unique name and allows the mouse over 
event to be handled properly based on the FORMNAME.IMAGEID 
when a rollover image is enabled. 

Class 

Defines the style class for the image. The class entered here should 
match a class defined in the style sheet (if a style sheet will be 
associated with the form). 

Technical Note: By default, the image is set up in an <img> tag. 

Image Displays the Explorer path to the image selected. 

Events 

Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in available 
event fields. The Events button will launch the Update 
Events dialog box. If JavaScript files have been 
included on the form, the JavaScript Functions 
section will display the available functions to guide 
users. Defines the <img> tag’s events.  

Select Image 
Launches the Image Properties dialog box allowing users to select a 
different image and/or modify image properties. 

2.6.4.16 Link  

The Link control allows users to insert Internal, External and MailTo links on 
forms. This control launches the Insert Link dialog box, which allows users to 
select an object from the SiteExecutive Explorer for Internal links, enter a URL 
for External links, or an e-mail address for MailTo links.  

 

 



 

 

To insert an Internal link on the form once the Insert Link dialog box 
appears: 

1. From the Type: Dropdown list, select URL Link. 

2. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

Link: Start typing the name of a page or object and the search box will 
auto populate with options. Only objects to which permissions are 
granted will appear.  

Note: The Advanced Forms module allows the selection of inactive 
pages for internal links. Internal links to inactive pages in the 
Advanced Forms module will appear as links in the Edit tab, though 
the browser window’s Status Bar will display notification that the 
link is inactive. In Preview mode and when the form is inserted on a 
page, the text linking to internal inactive pages will not be linkable 
and will appear as text only. This functionality avoids broken links.  

Class: Typically, with link insertion on pages and templates, the Class 
allows the selection of a selector from the style sheet. In the Advanced 
Forms module, however, this class will always be disabled. To apply a 
class to the selected image, the Class property in the control’s property 
set should be used.  

Title: Displays the name of the link when the pointer is placed on the 
link. This field is limited to 80 characters. 

Open link in a new window: Forces the linked Website to open in a 
new browser window. When this option is selected, additional window 
options become available. Users have the ability to define the width and 
height of the new window in pixels. If width and height values are not 
entered, the new window will open in the web browser’s default size. 
Users may also choose to display a toolbar for the new window.  

 

Best Practice: It is recommended that all links be 
opened in a new window to ensure the data entered 
on the form is not lost.  

3. Click Save. 

 

To insert an External link on the form once the Insert Link dialog box 
appears: 

1. From the Type: Dropdown list, select URL Link. 

2. Enter information in the available fields. 

3. The fields are defined as follows: 

Link: Allows a qualified URL to be entered.  

Note: External URLs containing “+” signs should be entered 
with “%2B” instead of the “+”sign to ensure the link is 
accessible.  



Class: Typically, with link insertion on pages and templates, the 
Class allows the selection of a selector from the style sheet. In the 
Advanced Forms module, however, this class will always be 
disabled. To apply a class to the selected image, the Class property 
in the control’s property set should be used.  

Title: Displays the name of the link when the pointer is placed on the 
link. This field is limited to 80 characters. 

Open link in a new window: Forces the linked Website to open in a 
new browser window. When this option is selected, additional 
window options become available. Users have the ability to define 
the width and height of the new window in pixels. If width and height 
values are not entered, the new window will open in the web 
browser’s default size. Users may also choose to display a toolbar 
for the new window.  

 

Best Practice: It is recommended that all links be 
opened in a new window to ensure the data entered 
on the form is not lost.  

4. Click Save. 

 

To insert a MailTo link on the form once the Insert Link dialog box 
appears: 

1. From the Type: Dropdown list, select MailTo Link. 

When MailTo Link is selected, e-mail options will become 
available.  

 

2. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

Class: Typically, with link insertion on pages and templates, the 
Class allows the selection of a selector from the style sheet. In the 
Advanced Forms module, however, this class will always be 
disabled. To apply a class to the selected image, the Class 
property in the control’s property set should be used.  

Title: Displays a name when the pointer is placed on the link. This 
field is limited to 80 characters. 

To: Refers to the complete e-mail address of the person to whom 
the message will be sent. Multiple addresses can be separated 
using a semi-colon or comma. This field is limited to 128 
characters.  



 

 

CC: Requires the e-mail addresses of the users who will receive a 
carbon copy of the message. Multiple addresses can be separated 
using a semi-colon or comma. This field is limited to 128 
characters. 

BCC: Requires the e-mail addresses of the users who will receive 
a blind carbon copy of the message. Multiple addresses can be 
separated using a semi-colon or comma. This field is limited to 
128 characters. 

Subject: Allows the entry of a topic for the e-mail message. This 
field is limited to 128 characters. 

3. Click Save. 

Once the link and the link attributes are defined in the Insert Link 
dialog box, the Link Properties section will appear.  

The Link control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

 

Label Attribute 

Name 

Defines the link’s tag name and ID attributes. The field name 
must be unique for each control. The system will automatically 
populate unique names into each control as necessary since the 
name is required to display the link control. 

Class 

Defines the style class for the image. The class entered here 
should match a class defined in the style sheet (if a style sheet 
will be associated with the form). 

Technical Note: The link is set up in an <a> tag. 

Text 
Refers to the linkable text that will appear when the form is 
displayed. This field is required. By default, the Text: field will 
display “link” until it is manually changed. 

Link 
Displays the Explorer path to the object selected in internal links, 
the qualified URL in external links and e-mail addresses in mailto 
links. 

Events 

Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in 
available event fields. The Events button will 
launch the Update Events dialog box. If 
JavaScript files have been included on the form, 
the JavaScript Functions section will display the 
available functions to guide users. Defines the 
<a> tag’s events. 

Technical Note: Onclick events cannot be configured for 
links, as clicking on a link is the onclick event itself. 



Select Link 
Launches the Link Properties dialog box allowing users to select 
a different type of link and/or modify link properties. 

 

2.6.4.17 Populated Control 

The Populated Control allows users to utilize already-existing data from the 
Control Populator. This consists of control populators, which can be utilized on 
multiple forms. This control launches the Insert Control Populator dialog box.  

 

To insert a control populator: 

1. Select the desired populator. The list will reference the active populators that were created 
at the module level within the Populator tab.   

2. Select a control type. This Dropdown list consists of three options, including: Dropdown 
List, Checkbox Set and Radio Button Set. This affects how the control populator 
appears on the form.  

3. Click Save. Clicking Close will close the dialog box without committing changes to the 
form. 

The Populated Control’s attributes will vary depending on the control type. 

 
 
Populated Dropdown List Properties 

 

The Populated Dropdown List control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

Label Attribute 

Label Defines the label for the Dropdown list. 

Field Name 

Defines the tag’s name and ID attributes. The field name must be 
unique for each control. The system will automatically populate 
unique names into each control as necessary since the name is 
required to display most controls. 

Size Determines the number of rows that will be visible to site visitors 



 

 

when the form is displayed. By default, Dropdown lists will display 
only one option. 

Multiple Select 
Indicates whether or not site visitors can select more than one 
option. If the size of the Dropdown list is set to greater than, the 
Multiple Select option will become enabled. 

Required 
Sets the Dropdown list as a required control. This forces site 
visitors to select an option in this control before submitting the form. 

Error Message 
Refers to the message that will appear to site visitors when the 
validation fails. The error message will be displayed in a JavaScript 
alert. 

Label Align 
Provides alignment options. The options available are Left, Right, 
Top, and Bottom. The option selected will affect the display of the 
Dropdown list’s label and the Dropdown options. 

Label Class 

Refers to the value, which will be used by the <label> tag’s class 
attribute. The class entered should match a class defined in the 
style sheet (if a style sheet will be associated with the form). 
Defines the design of the label. 

Options 

Displays the Dropdown list options based on the control populator. 
This option launches the Edit Dropdown List Options dialog box.  

 

The options are already populated based on the content in the 
selected control populator. The text and value for each option 
cannot be modified from this dialog box. All changes must be made 
at the module level within the Populator tab. The Selected option 
can be modified. The selected options will appear highlighted when 
the form displays on the page. If Multiple Select is selected in the 
attributes of the control, multiple options can be set as selected and 
will appear highlighted on the form. If Multiple Select is de-
selected, only one option can be set as selected. Clicking Save will 
commit changes to the Dropdown list options. Clicking Close will 
close the Edit Dropdown List Options dialog box without 
committing changes. 

Events 

Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in available 
event fields. The Events button will launch the 
Update Events dialog box. If JavaScript files have 
been included on the form, the JavaScript 
Functions section will display the available 
functions to guide users.  

Label Style 
Allows users to define inline styles for the label. 
This option launches the Update Inline Style 
dialog box.  



For more information on the Update Inline Style 
dialog, see the end of this section, 2.6.4 Using the 
Controls. 

Field Style 

Allows users to define inline style for the options 
listed. This option launches the Update Inline 
Style dialog box. 

For more information on the Update Inline Style 
dialog, see the end of this section, 2.6.4 Using the 
Controls. 

Static 

Allows the system to build a control in CFFORM 
code based on the stored populator content. Once 
this is selected, the system will never check against 
the control populator content again. The content 
will be static unless users click Refresh (see 
below). By default, each inserted populated control 
is set as static. When Static is de-selected, the 
populated control will be considered dynamic. If the 
populated control is dynamic, the Options dialog 
box will only allow the options to be viewed and the 
Selected option will be unavailable. The Refresh 
button will also be unavailable, since the system 
will build the populated control based on the control 
populator options defined in the Populator tab 
each time the form is displayed. 

Refresh 

Allows the system to rebuild the control by reading the stored 
control populator content again. If any updates were made to the 
control populator, the changes will appear on the displayed form. 

Note: Control populators that will not be 
updated with frequency should be set as static 
controls, since that will allow faster and better 
performance upon being displayed. Dynamic 
mode should only be used with controls that 
will be modified often. 

 

 

Populated Checkbox Set Properties 

 

 
The Populated Checkbox Set control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

Label Attribute 

Set Label Defines the label for the whole populated checkbox set. 



 

 

Visible 
Sets the Set Label to visible on the form.  Visible must be 
checked to select a Set Label Arrangement. 

Error Message 
Refers to the message that will appear to site visitors when 
the validation fails. The error message will be displayed in a 
JavaScript alert. 

Required 
Sets the checkbox set as a required control. This forces site 
visitors to select an option in this control before submitting 
the form. 

Set Label 
Arrangement 

Provides layout choices for Set Label options. The options 
available are Vertical and Horizontal. By default, the Set 
Label options appear in horizontal layout. The option 
selected will affect the display of the Set Labels.  Set Labels 
must be set to visible for layout selection. 

Checkbox 
Arrangement 

Provides layout choices for populated checkbox set options. 
The options available are Vertical and Horizontal. By 
default, the populated checkbox set options appear in 
vertical layout. The option selected will affect the display of 
the checkbox set options. 

 Design Techniques: The Advanced Forms module 
does not support labels directly for the checkbox set. To 
apply a visible label, other techniques can be used. 
Suggested techniques include:  

 Inserting a checkbox set within a group whose label 
represents the checkbox set.  

 Inserting the checkbox set immediately following an 
image, whose graphic represents the checkbox set.  

 Inserting a text control whose label represents the 
checkbox set. 

Options 

Displays the checkbox set options based on the control 
populator. This option launches the Edit Checkbox Set 
Options dialog box. 
  

 

The options are already populated based on the content in 
the selected control populator. The text and value for each 
option cannot be modified from this dialog box. All changes 
must be made at the module level within the Populator tab. 
The Checked option can be modified. The checked options 
will appear highlighted when the form displays on the page 
set as selected and will appear highlighted on the form. The 
Edit Advanced Events option launches the Update Events 



dialog box and allows users to provide JavaScript calls in 
available event fields. Clicking Save will commit changes to 
the checkbox set options. Clicking Close will close the Edit 
Checkbox Set Options dialog box without committing 
changes. 

Technical Note: The field name set and each 
element’s field name will be generated by the system and 
will not be editable. The system will generate unique names 
for each option within a checkbox set, since each option is 
recognized as a separate control. 

Static 

Allows the system to build a control in CFFORM code based 
on the stored populator content. Once this is selected, the 
system will never check against the control populator content 
again. The content will be static unless users click Refresh 
(see below). By default, each inserted populated control is 
set as static. When Static is de-selected, the populated 
control will be considered dynamic. If the populated control is 
dynamic, the Options dialog box will only allow the options 
to be viewed and the Checked option will be unavailable. 
The Refresh button will also be unavailable, since the 
system will build the populated control based on the control 
populator options defined in the Populator tab each time the 
form is displayed. If Static is de-selected, the Label Class 
field will become available. 

Label Class 

Defines the label tag’s class attribute. The class entered 
should match a class defined in the style sheet (if a style 
sheet will be associated with the form). 

Technical Note: This property is only available for 
populated checkbox set that are established as dynamic due 
to the manner in which CFFORM handles static mode 
options. 

Refresh 

Allows the system to rebuild the control by reading the 
stored control populator content again. If any updates were 
made to the control populator, the changes will appear on 
the displayed form. 

Note: Control populators that will not be updated with 
frequency should be set as static controls, since that 
will allow faster and better performance upon being 
displayed. Dynamic mode should only be used with 
controls that will be modified often. 

 

 

Populated Radio Button Set Properties 

 



 

 

The Populated Radio Button Set control consists of the following attributes: 
 

 

 

Label Attribute 

Set Label Defines the label for the whole populated radio button set. 

Visible 
Sets the Set Label to visible on the form.  Visible must be 
checked to select a Set Label Arrangement. 

Error Message 
Refers to the message that will appear to site visitors when the 
validation fails. The error message will be displayed in a 
JavaScript alert. 

Required 
Sets the radio button set as a required control. This forces site 
visitors to select an option in this control before submitting the 
form. 

Set Label 
Arrangement 

Provides layout choices for Set Label options. The options 
available are Vertical and Horizontal. By default, the Set Label 
options appear in horizontal layout. The option selected will affect 
the display of the Set Labels.  Set Labels must be set to visible 
for layout selection. 

Radio Button 
Arrangement 

Provides layout choices for populated checkbox set options. The 
options available are Vertical and Horizontal. By default, the 
populated checkbox set options appear in vertical layout. The 
option selected will affect the display of the checkbox set options. 

 Design Techniques: The Advanced Forms module does 
not support labels directly for the radio button set. To apply a 
visible label, other techniques can be used. Suggested 
techniques include:  

 Inserting a radio button set within a group whose label 
represents the radio button set.  

 Inserting the radio button set immediately following an 
image, whose graphic represents the radio button set. 

 Inserting a text control whose label represents the radio 
button set. 

Options 
Displays the radio button set options based on the control 
populator. This option launches the Edit Radio Button Set 
Options dialog box.  



 

The options are already populated based on the content in the 
selected control populator. The text and value for each option 
cannot be modified from this dialog box. All changes must be 
made at the module level within the Populator tab. The Checked 
option can be modified. The checked options will appear 
highlighted when the form displays on the page set as selected 
and will appear highlighted on the form. The Edit Advanced 
Events option launches the Update Events dialog box and 
allows users to provide JavaScript calls in available event fields. 
Clicking Save will commit changes to the radio button set options. 
Clicking Close will close the Edit Radio Button Set Options 
dialog box without committing changes. 

Technical Note: The field name set and each element’s field 
name will be generated by the system and will not be editable. 
The system will generate unique names for each option within a 
radio button set, since each option is recognized as a separate 
control. 

Static 

Allows the system to build a control in CFFORM code based on 
the stored populator content. Once this is selected, the system 
will never check against the control populator content again. The 
content will be static unless users click Refresh (see below). By 
default, each inserted populated control is set as static. When 
Static is de-selected, the populated control will be considered 
dynamic. If the populated control is dynamic, the Options dialog 
box will only allow the options to be viewed and the Checked 
option will be unavailable. The Refresh button will also be 
unavailable, since the system will build the populated control 
based on the control populator options defined in the Populator 
tab each time the form is displayed. If Static is de-selected, the 
Label Class field will become available.   

Label Class 

Defines the label tag’s class attribute. The class entered should 
match a class defined in the style sheet (if a style sheet will be 
associated with the form). This property is only available for 
populated checkbox set that are established as dynamic due to 
the manner in which CFFORM handles static mode options. 

Refresh 

Allows the system to rebuild the control by reading the stored 
control populator content again. If any updates were made to the 
control populator, the changes will appear on the displayed form. 

Note: Control populators that will not be updated with 
frequency should be set as static controls, since that will 
allow faster and better performance upon being displayed. 



 

 

Dynamic mode should only be used with controls that will be 
modified often. 

Technical Note: The field name set and each element’s field 
name will be generated by the system and will not be editable. 
The system will generate unique names for each option within a 
radio button set, since each option is recognized as a separate 
control. 

 

 

More information on the Update Inline Style dialog: 

 

 

 
The Update Inline Style dialog box consists of a CSS property selector, 
which includes the same properties as the SiteExecutive style sheet editor 
and facilitates creation of inline styles. Selection of an available property 
inserts the property and a colon followed by a semicolon in the text area. 
The cursor will appear after the colon where users will define the value for 
the selected property. Text (properties and values) can also be inserted 
into the text area manually. Values defined in this dialog box will define 
the group’s style attribute. 

 

Technical Note: In order to meet XML parser requirements, the system will not allow 
double-quotation marks (“), the less than (<), or greater than (>) symbols since they are 
not valid in styles. The system will not validate any other characters entered here. Though 
they may not function, other characters entered will not break the form. The system will 
not validate whether or not the CSS is entered correctly. 

 

Notes:  

 Because form controls can impact performance, it is recommended that 
radio button sets and checkbox set controls be limited if possible. Each 



option within a radio button set and checkbox set is recognized as a 
single control. Forms that exceed a total of one hundred controls may 
experience negative performance issues based on server 
configurations. 

 For controls with a large number of options (especially populated 
controls), it is recommended that Dropdown list controls be used since 
they perform faster than radio button sets and checkbox set controls. 
Checkbox set controls perform faster than radio button set controls.  

 HTML cannot be inserted directly on a form with any of the available 
controls but is feasible through custom JavaScript. 

2.6.4.18 Date Selector 

The Date Selector allows the user to enter a date or select a date from a built in 
mini calendar. The Date Selector will automatically validate any data entered to 
ensure that it receives a valid date.   

 

 

The Date Selector has the following attributes: 

 

Label Attribute 

Label Defines the label for the textbox. 

Label Class 

Refers to the style class name, which will be used by the <label>. 
The class entered should match a class defined in the style sheet (if 
a style sheet will be associated with the form). Defines the design of 
the label. 

Label Align 

Provides alignment options. The options available 
are Left, Right, Top, and Bottom. The option 
selected will affect the display of the Dropdown 
list’s label and the Dropdown options. 

Required 

Sets the date selector as a required control. This 
forces site visitors to enter data into this control 
before submitting the form. By default, date 
selector controls are not required. 



 

 

Field Name 

Defines the date selector control’s tag name and ID 
attributes. The field name must be unique for each 
control. The system will automatically populate 
unique names into each control as necessary since 
the name is required to display most controls. 

Default Value 

Refers to the default value that will appear in the 
date selector when the form is displayed. Values 
entered here will be submitted as results if site 
visitors do not replace them with different data. 

Error Message 
Refers to the message that will appear to site 
visitors when the validation fails. The error 
message will be displayed in a JavaScript alert. 

Label Style 

Allows users to define inline styles for the label. 
This option launches the Update Inline Style 
dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the 
end of this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Field Style 

Allows users to define inline style for the date 
selector field. This option launches the Update 
Inline Style dialog box.  

For more information on the Update Inline Style dialog, see the 
end of this section, 2.6.4 Using the Controls. 

Events 

Allows users to provide JavaScript calls in available 
event fields. The Events button will launch the 
Update Events dialog box. If JavaScript files have 
been included on the form, the JavaScript 
Functions section will display the available 
functions to guide users.  

 

2.6.5 Editing a Control 
Once forms are created, controls can be edited and updated as necessary.  

To edit an existing control: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab.  

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

7. Select the desired control within the editable region of the form.  

8. Make desired changed to the properties of the selected control.  

While control properties are being updated, a progress indicator will appear. 

Changes must be saved for the editable version of the form to retain the modifications. 
Modifications will not affect the active version until the form is re-published.  



When a form is in edit mode, it will become locked. Users will not be able to access 
the form editor if it is locked. The system will release the lock when the form is closed. 
This will not affect the forms inserted on pages. 

If a form is locked, other users will see the following notification indicating that the form 
is currently locked: 

 

Clicking OK will launch the Desktop tab. SiteExecutive administrators may unlock 
forms via the Lock Manager tool.  

2.6.6 Moving a Control 
Once controls are inserted on forms, they can be moved. Options to move a control 
will become available once a control is selected on a form.  

 

To move a control: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab.  

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

7. Select the desired control within the editable region of the form.  

On the editor toolbar, options to move a form will become available if the 
control can be moved in that direction. For example: 

 Move up and Move down options will appear active on the toolbar if 
the control selected has other controls above it or below it. This allows the 
selected control to be moved before or after those controls.  

Move to left and Move to right options will appear active on the 
toolbar if the control selected has other controls to the left or right of it. This 
allows the selected control to be moved to the left or to the right of those 
controls.  

8. Click the desired option for movement of control.  

Users cannot move a control into another group. Groups themselves can be 
moved. 

Changes must be saved for the editable version of the form to retain the 
modifications. Modifications will not affect the active version until the form is 
re-published.  



 

 

2.6.7 Deleting a Control 
Once forms are created, controls can be deleted as necessary.  

To delete a control: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab.  

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

7. Select the desired control within the editable region of the form.  

  



8. Click the Delete Control icon on the editor toolbar or press [Delete] on the keyboard. 

 

A warning message, requesting confirmation of deletion, will appear.  

 

9. Click OK to delete the control.  

Changes must be saved for the editable version of the form to retain the 
modifications. Modifications will not affect the active version until the form is 
re-published.  

2.6.8 Copying a Control 
Once a control is created, it can be copied.  

To copy a control: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab.  

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

7. Select the desired control within the editable region of the form.  

8. Click the Copy icon on the editor toolbar. 

 

The system allows individual controls, as well as groups with controls inside it, 
to be copied. Only the main control cannot be copied and only the last control 
copied will be stored for pasting. The form does not save the clipboard if the 
form is closed before a paste is completed.  

2.6.9 Cutting a Control 
Once a control is created, it can be cut.  

To cut a control: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab.  



 

 

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

7. Select the desired control within the editable region of the form.  

8. Click the Cut icon on the editor toolbar. 

 

The system allows individual controls, as well as groups with controls inside it, 
to be cut. Only the main control cannot be cut and only the last control cut will 
be stored for pasting. The form does not save the clipboard if the form is 
closed before a paste is completed. 

Changes must be saved for the editable version of the form to retain the 
modifications. Modifications will not affect the active version until the form is 
re-published. 

2.6.10 Pasting a Control 
Once a control is copied or cut, it can be pasted to a different location.  

To paste a control: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab.  

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

7. Copy or cut the desired control.  

8. Click in the editable region where the control will be pasted.  

9. Click the Paste icon on the editor toolbar. 

 

The system allows individual controls, as well as groups with controls inside it, 
to be cut or copied and then pasted. The pasted content will be appended to 
the selected group. Users can only paste controls within the same form.  

Changes must be saved for the editable version of the form to retain the 
modifications. Modifications will not affect the active version until the form is 
re-published.  

2.6.11 Defining a Form’s General Properties 
The Advanced Forms module allows general properties of a form to be defined in a 
centralized location. Each form can have its own style sheet defined within the Form 
Definition tool. This will allow users to determine the design of the controls. Via the 
Form Definition tool, users can also establish the Required Marker that will indicate 
to site visitors which controls are required on the form.  

To define a form’s general properties: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 



3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab.  

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

7. Click the Form Definition icon on the editor toolbar. 

 

The Form Definition dialog box will appear. 
 

 

  



 

 

8. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

Style Sheet: Allows the selection of a style sheet. If a style sheet is selected, the 
styles defined may affect the design of the controls on the form. For most controls, 
there are also Label and Field Style options to define inline styles. The inline 
styles will override the styles defined in the style sheet. The Advanced Forms 
module allows for advanced styles to be defined and applied to the module. 
Designing a form with advanced styles is explained in-depth in an upcoming 
section. The style sheet can be applied to the actual form at the form level via the 
Form Definition tool or on the style sheet of the page where the form is inserted. 
The form design may change due to the application of the style sheet via the Form 
Definition tool. 

Markup Wrapper: This determines the HTML markup that is used to generate the 
form. Options are TABLE and DIV. By default, DIV will be selected. Please note 
that Table based layouts are used in versions of SiteExecutive prior to 2012 EP1. 

Skin: Selecting a skin will insert a small amount of basic styling to change the 
appearance of the form. 

Inline Styles: Allows global styling that can be applied to this specific form. 

Description: Refers to descriptive text about the form. This will be used for 
informational purposes only and will not be displayed on the live form. 

Required Marker: Allows two different types of markers to be defined as 
indicators for required form controls. By default, text is defined as the Required 
Marker type with an asterisk as the indicator for required fields. The text can be 
changed to a different character. Selecting image and clicking Select will launch 
the Image Selector and will allow selection of a SiteExecutive-stored image.  

 

  



To insert an image as the Required Marker once the Image Selector dialog box 
appears: 

1. Click Select Image to select the desired image.  

The Image Selector dialog box will appear.  

 

2. Navigate to the desired image by clicking on the site or folder (in the left pane of the dialog) 
where the image is located. When the site or folder is clicked, any images in the site or folder 
appear in the right pane of the window. 

 

3. Select the desired image by clicking on it in the right pane of the window. 

4. Click Select. 

The Image Selector dialog box will close.   



 

 

5. Click Save. 

Changes must be saved for the editable version of the form to retain the 
modifications. Modifications will not affect the active version until the form is re-
published.  

2.6.12 Defining a Form’s Advanced Properties 
The Advanced Properties tool allows users to establish advanced functionality via 
JavaScript on the form. This is not required and should not be completed by users 
unless they are familiar with JavaScript code. JavaScript functions within a JavaScript 
file will allow very robust handling of form controls, results and more. For example, 
users can facilitate the appearance of conditional form controls, which will appear after 
certain responses have been entered by site visitors. 

To define a form’s advanced properties: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab.  

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

7. Click the Advanced Properties icon on the editor toolbar. 

 

The Advanced Properties dialog box will appear.  

 

  



8. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

Include JavaScript File: Allows the selection of a SiteExecutive-stored 
JavaScript file for use within the form. The file will apply in preview mode 
(Preview form tool), in test mode (Test Form tool) and when the form is 
displayed on the page. It will not appear on the form in edit mode.  

Clicking the Select Object icon launches the Explorer dialog box and allows 
the selection of a .JS file.  

 

Include Inline JavaScript: Allows users to append functionality at the end of 
the current form.  

Add Hidden Field: Allows users to define hidden fields. By default, within the 
Advanced Forms module, there are four reserved hidden fields. These four 
hidden fields are: 

 _seResultMail: Allows users to use custom logic to access this field 
to define a conditional result e-mail (via the Results Handler) 

 _seNotifyMail: Allows users to use custom logic to access this field to 
define a conditional notification e-mail (via the Results Handler) 

 _FORMNAME_seStepID: This is a default value used by the system 
to distinguish the form. This is invisible to form users (though it can be 
viewed in the source code of pages).  

 _submissionID: Each time when a form is displayed on a page, a 
hashed ID will be created.  

The first two hidden fields display within the Advanced Properties dialog box 
since these two fields can be accessed. The hidden fields, 
_FORMNAME_seStepID and _submissionID should not be accessed by 
users. Modifying these would make SiteExecutive unusable.  



 

 

When hidden fields are added, the name format will be 
“_hidden_userdefinedname” by default. Once a hidden field is added, it can 
also be deleted. 

 

The Delete icon can be clicked and will automatically delete the hidden field.  

Changes must be saved for the editable version of the form to retain the 
modifications. Modifications will not affect the active version until the form is 
re-published.  

2.6.13 Defining Results Handling 
Once a form is created, the results handling can be defined to establish where results 
will go. The system will allow for internal processing of the results. Results can be 
stored for future export or can be sent by e-mail to specified users. Via the Results 
Handler tool, users can specify how results should be handled.  

 

To establish results handler: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab.  

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

  



7. Click the Results Handler icon on the editor toolbar. 

 

The Results Handler dialog box will appear.  

 

The Results Handler dialog box allows for results to be handled in two 
manners, internally or externally. The dialog box options will vary 
depending on whether results will be handled internally or externally. By 
default, the results are set to be handled internally.  

8. Select Internal Result Handling Process or External Result Handling Process 
depending on how result handing should be processed.  

9. Enter information in the available fields. The available fields will vary and are contingent 
upon internal or external handling of results. (Sections 2.6.13.1 Internal Results 
Handling and 2.6.13.2 External Result Handling explain the result handling options). 

10. Click Save. 

Results handling is required in order for a form to be tested and published. 
When forms are tested, users will be able to ensure the handling of results 
will be successful. Forms cannot be made active unless internal or 
external result handling is established.  

Note: Archiving the active version of a confirmation page used on a 
form will negatively impact the form. Site visitors will be unable to 
submit the forms using that confirmation page and the administrator 
will receive an e-mail notification that the form is unable to be 
submitted. The error logs will provide explanation regarding the form 
submission failure and will be able to modify results handling. 



 

 

2.6.13.1 Internal Result Handling 

If Internal Result Handling Process is selected, form results will be handled 
through SiteExecutive. The following options are available: 

“<<” = required field 

Page<<: Allows users to select an internal confirmation page via the Explorer. 
When the form is submitted, the results will be routed to this page. This page can 
be used for different purposes. 

 If the target page is a page without specific logic to handle submission, the page content 
will appear. This can be used as a confirmation page.  

 If the target page contains custom logic, users can extend the SiteExecutive application 
programming interface (API) to handle the results submitted on this page. This can only 
be done with custom logic.  

Store results for future export: Determines if results should be stored on the 
server for future access. If results are stored for future export, users will be able 
to view all results submitted and store files with results. The system will generate 
an SEFORMRESULTS object to store results for future access. This is not 
retroactive; therefore, it is recommended that this option be selected in case 
results are desired for export in the future.  

Allow Re-submit: Allows site visitors to use the browser’s Back button to re-
submit form results. By default, site visitors cannot use the browser’s Back button 
to re-submit results. Therefore, if users click Back, a message that reads, “The 
form has been submitted”, will appear. This option, however, allows site visitors 
to click Back and re-submit all data already entered into the form. 

Custom Result Handling Module Path: Allows entry of a path to introduce 
custom logic immediately after the system’s result handling logic and before the 
page is re-directed to the internal target page. This feature gives administrators 
extensive flexibility to handle results but can only be accomplished through 
custom code. For example, the following attributes can be provided to the custom 
module: 

 formID: Refers to the form ID 

 resultset: Refers to the result set string (xml) 

 resultPageID: Refers to the result page ID 

 submissionID: Refers to the submission ID  

 isResultStored: Refers to the result stored in seformresult object 

 isFirstSubmission: Determines if the submission is the first  

The path entered can reference a path from the SiteExecutive root (for example, 
/mod/addons/semod_advancedforms/_sample/custom_result_handler.cfm) or a 
path from the instance map path (e.g. 
/modules/semod_custom/result_handler.cfm).  

 

Technical Note: This allows for extensibility of SiteExecutive 
in regards to handling of results. For example, if form creators 
are obtaining credit card information from site visitors, custom 
results handling can be utilized to integrate a third-party 
application that will handle credit card information and will bill 
the credit card for payment. This is advanced functionality that 
can only be accomplished through custom result handling.  

Email Activities: Determines e-mail handling of results. This section provides 
three tabs for results handling. The three tabs include:  



 Results: Determines if results should be sent to recipients upon form 
submissions and allows e-mail attributes to be entered. Recipients will 
receive results of the form submitted along with files uploaded via the 
form. The files uploaded via the form will appear as attachments. Users 
must click Email Results to send results to recipients. If this option is 
selected, all e-mail attributes are required.  

 

The e-mail attributes that must be entered are:  

“<<” = required field 

o Send To<<: Allows entry of e-mail addresses to which results will be sent. This 
field allows multiple e-mail addresses. E-mail addresses must be separated with 
commas or semi-colons. This field does not have a character limit and also allows 
the selection of an existing e-mail address if an e-mail was entered in the form 
(the e-mail field must have been set to validated and as required on the actual 
form). This field will also allow the selection of “Reserved Conditional Result 
Email” (from the “_seResultMail” hidden field). This will allow the person 
submitting the form to receive a copy of the results. This field is required if Email 
Results is selected. 

o From<<: Allows entry of the e-mail address from which e-mails will be sent as it 
will appear in the e-mail message. This field allows only one e-mail address. This 
field also allows the selection of an existing e-mail address if an e-mail was 
entered in the form. This field is required if Email Results is selected. 

o Subject<<: Refers to the subject as it will appear in the e-mail message. This 
field also allows the selection of a checkbox, dropdown list, textarea or textbox if 
they were set as required. This field is required if Email Results is selected. 

o Message<<: Refers to the content within the body of the e-mail message. This 
field also allows the selection of a checkbox, dropdown list, textarea or textbox if 
they were set as required. The message entered or control label selected will 
appear before the actual results in the e-mail message. This field is required if 
Email Results is selected. 

o Theme: Refers to the presentation of the e-mail body. The themes available in 
this field are created by Advanced Forms module administrators at the module 
level. Users can preview different themes on this screen before selecting the 
correct theme.  



 

 

 Notification: Determines if a notification e-mail message should be sent to recipients 
upon form submission and allows e-mail attributes to be entered. Users must click 
Send email notification each time this form is submitted to send a notification to 
recipients. If this option is selected, all e-mail attributes are required.  

 

The e-mail attributes that must be entered are:  

“<<” = required field 

o Send To<<: Allows entry of e-mail addresses to which notification will be sent. 
This field allows multiple e-mail addresses. Multiple e-mail addresses must be 
separated with commas or semi-colons. This field also allows the selection of an 
existing e-mail address if an e-mail was entered in the form (the e-mail field must 
have been set to validated and as required on the actual form). This field will also 
allow the selection of “Reserved Conditional Notify Email” (from the 
“_seNotifyMail” hidden field). This field is required if Send email notification 
each time this form is submitted is selected. 

o From<<: Allows entry of the e-mail address from which e-mails will be sent as it 
will appear in the e-mail message. This field allows only one e-mail address. This 
field also allows the selection of an existing e-mail address if an e-mail was 
entered in the form. This field is required if Send email notification each time 
this form is submitted is selected. 

o Subject<<: Refers to the subject as it will appear in the e-mail message. This 
field is required if Send email notification each time this form is submitted is 
selected. 

o Message<<: Refers to the content within the body of the e-mail message. This 
field is required if Send email notification each time this form is submitted is 
selected. 

o Theme: Refers to the presentation of the e-mail body. The themes available in 
this field are created by Advanced Forms module administrators at the module 
level. Users can preview different themes on this screen before selecting the 
correct theme. 

 Confirmation: Determines if a confirmation e-mail message should be sent to 
recipients upon form submission and allows e-mail attributes to be entered. 
Users must click Send email confirmation each time this form is submitted 
to send a confirmation to recipients. If this option is selected, all e-mail 
attributes are required.  



 

The e-mail attributes that must be entered are: 

“<<” = required field 

o Send To<<: Allows the selection of an existing e-mail address if an e-mail was 
entered in the form (the e-mail field must have been set to validated and as required 
on the actual form). This field is required if Send email confirmation each time 
this form is submitted is selected. 

o From<<: Allows entry of the e-mail address from which e-mails will be sent as it will 
appear in the e-mail message. This field allows only one e-mail address. This field is 
required if Send email confirmation each time this form is submitted is selected. 

o Subject<<: Refers to the subject as it will appear in the e-mail message. This field is 
required if Send email confirmation each time this form is submitted is selected. 

o Message<<: Refers to the content within the body of the e-mail message. This field 
is required if Send email confirmation each time this form is submitted is 
selected. 

o Theme: Refers to the presentation of the e-mail body. The themes available in this 
field are created by Advanced Forms module administrators at the module level. 
Users can preview different themes on this screen before selecting the correct 
theme. 

  



 

 

2.6.13.2 External Result Handling 

If External Result Handling Process is selected, result handling options will 
vary. The Results Handler dialog box will resize and will appear as follows: 

 

The following option will become available: 

“<<” = required field 

URL<<: Allows users to provide a fully qualified URL (typically an external site, 
though it can be an internal URL) to which the form will be submitted. The target 
page must contain code that will handle the submitted results externally. 
External Result Handling Process is independent of SiteExecutive.   

2.6.14 Testing a Form 
Forms created with the Advanced Forms module may be tested during the form 
creation process to ensure accuracy of all fields. Results handling must be configured 
and saved in order to test a form.  

To test a form: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab.  

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

  



7. Click the Test icon on the editor toolbar.  

 

A preview window will appear and will display a sample of the form. This 
sample can be used to test the form.  

 

In test mode, the form will behave similar to a form displayed on a page. 
However, the form will not generate any results when it is tested. The form will 
also fail to upload binary files if they are uploaded via the File Upload control 
while in test mode.  

 

Technical Note: A binary file is actually created when the 
form is tested. However, when the form is re-directed, the 
binary file is removed. If custom results handling applied calls 
for a re-direction in the logic, binary files may not be removed. 
In this case, the system will store an orphan binary object, 
which can be removed via the Purge of results.  

Successful output of the confirmation page indicates the form works as 
expected. The system will display a message notifying users if the 
confirmation page is inactive.  

The preview window can be closed once the form is tested. The form will 
remain in edit mode until it is saved or until the Edit tab is closed.  

2.6.15 Previewing a Form 
Forms can be previewed at any time during the form creation process. Forms do not 
need to be saved in order to be previewed.  

To preview a form: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 



 

 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab.  

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

7. Click the Preview icon on the editor toolbar.  

 

A preview window will appear and will display a sample of the form. 

 

The preview window can be closed once the form is previewed. The form will 
remain in edit mode until it is saved or until the Edit tab is closed. In Preview 
mode, the Submit button will not direct the form to the confirmation page.  

Changes to the form must be manually saved before the editable version of 
the form will commit changes. Modifications will not affect the active version 
until the form is re-published.  

2.6.16 Saving a Form 
Once a form is created, the form can be saved. The form will be considered a work in 
progress each time it is saved, until it is published. Users can save a form at any point 
throughout the form creation process.  

To save a form: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab.  

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 



7. Click the Save icon on the editor toolbar.  

 

This will commit all changes to the editable version of the form.  

Changes must be saved for the editable version of the form to retain all 
modifications. Modifications will not affect the active version until the form is 
re-published.  

Note: If the site is set up on a multi-server environment, saving will only 
commit changes to the form on the current server (authoring). Changes 
to the form will be committed to additional servers when the form is 
closed (via the Close icon on the editor toolbar) or published. The built-
in messaging system will not update all servers in a cluster upon a save 
to avoid performance impacts each time the form is saved.  

2.6.17 Closing a Form 
Users can close a form at any point throughout the form creation process.  

To close a form: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab.  

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

7. Click the Close icon on the editor toolbar.  

 

If modifications to the form were saved, the Edit tab will close and the 
Desktop tab will appear. If modifications have been made to the form and 
have not been saved, attempts to close the form will launch a notification that 
unsaved changes will be lost.  

 

8. Click OK if closing is desired.  

2.6.18 Publishing a Form 
Forms must be published before they can be inserted on pages or templates. Forms 
will not become available for use on pages or templates until they are published. If 
modifications are made to a form, the form must be re-published for the form to display 
the modifications.  



 

 

To publish a form: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Preview/Edit tab.  

6. Click on the Edit Form button. 

7. Click the Publish icon on the editor toolbar.  

 

The Publish Form dialog box, requesting confirmation, will appear.  

 

8. Click OK. 

Clicking OK will cause the system to generate an active version of the form if 
it does not already exist or will update the active version if it exists. Successful 
publication will launch a notification that the form has been published.  

 

If publication of the form fails, an error message will appear indicating why the 
publication has failed. Errors will also be logged into the se-err.log file on the 
server. 

 

Technical Note: When a form is published, the system will 
check whether the form contains dynamic populators. If the 
form does not contain any dynamic populators, the system will 
translate the current CFFORM into XHTML content and will 
store it in the SEFORMSTEP object. This XHTML will be used 
when the form displays on a page. If the form contains 
dynamic populators, XHTML files will not be created. The form 
will actually display CFFORM code each time the form is 
published, which impacts performance. Since displaying forms 
with dynamic populators impacts performance, it is 
recommended that static populators be used when possible.  



2.6.19 Form Maintenance 
Once a form is created, it can be renamed, moved, copied, and deleted as needed.  

To rename a form: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Double-click Rename on the Desktop tab. 

 

The Rename dialog box will appear. 

6. Enter the new form name in the Name: field. 

7. Click Save. 

SiteExecutive Explorer will refresh and the renamed form will appear selected. 

 

To move a form: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Double-click Move on the Desktop tab. 

 

The Move dialog box will appear. 

6. Select the desired destination for the form in SiteExecutive Explorer. 

Note: Write access is required on the destination. 

7. Click Move. 

SiteExecutive Explorer will refresh and the moved form will appear 
selected. 

 

To copy a form: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 



 

 

5. Double-click Copy on the Desktop tab. 

 

The Copy dialog box will appear. 

6. Select the desired destination for the form in SiteExecutive Explorer.  

Note: Write access is required on the destination. 

7. Enter a new name for the form in the New Name: field. 

8. Click Copy. 

SiteExecutive Explorer will refresh and the new form will appear selected. 

 

To delete a form: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Double-click Delete on the Desktop tab. 

 

The Delete dialog box will appear and will notify users that deletions cannot 
be undone.  

 

Note: If the form is actively used on pages, notification of such will 
appear. In that case, the form will not be deleted.  



 

In order to delete a form that is actively used, the forms must be 
removed from the pages. Deleting the form will not be allowed until the 
form is removed from the pages.  

6. Click OK.  

The form will be deleted permanently. 

Note: Because deleting the form removes the form results associated with 
the form permanently from the database, it is highly recommended for 
users to export the form results before attempting to delete the form. 

2.7 Design of the Advanced Forms Module 
The Advanced Forms module follows a new paradigm, in which designers can directly 
design the form at the form level. Typically, SiteExecutive module content can be 
designed via style sheets, which are directly applied to the page or template on which 
the module is inserted. This module, however, facilitates style sheet application at the 
form, page, or template levels. The Advanced Forms module also allows designers to 
define inline styles for each control within the actual form or using style sheets.  

Note: The intended audience for the subsequent sections is designers or users 
with advanced knowledge of Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). The Advanced Forms 
module is built to be legible and functional without style sheet application and 
without inline style definitions. Leveraging inline styles and style sheets, 
however, will support rich presentation of the form content. 

2.7.1 Style Sheets 
The Advanced Forms module must be inserted on pages or templates. The module 
has been designed to be quite flexible with respect to styling. With the additional 
control provided by this module comes additional responsibility. Designers must be 
careful to avoid conflicts with existing styles or the module's final appearance may not 
appear as expected. 

Note: Sample style sheets can be accessed via SiteExecutive Support Center. 

2.7.1.1 Expanded CSS Functionality 

SiteExecutive offers support for CSS selector types, ID selectors and descendant 
selectors. It also offers functionality for importing additional styles into an existing 
SiteExecutive style sheet. 



 

 

2.7.1.2 ID Selectors 

ID selectors key on the ID value of an HTML element. In SiteExecutive, an ID 
selector can be created by selecting the Advanced type in the New Selector 
dialog box. The Advanced Forms module, like most modules, applies a block of 
code to a page. This means that designing the module requires more than 
adding a single style to the style sheet in use. More likely, many styles will be 
created to support rich presentation of the module. By default, the module is built 
to be legible and functional even when no styles have been applied.  

The Advanced Forms module has been developed with reserved classes 
defined. The list of classes is based on the names as they appear in XSL files. 
Designers should check the HTML source to ensure which class names are 
being utilized on each particular form.  

Reserved classes that are defined in this module are:  

 vertical: defines vertical controls wrapped in a table 

 horizontal: defines horizontal controls wrapped in a table 

 seform: defines the entire form, which appears in a div tag 

 seText: defines text controls, which are wrapped in div tags 

 seRequiredLabel: defines required labels 

 seRequiredLabelIndicator: defines label indicators 

 seInput: defines text entered in fields (input values) 

 seRequiredElement: defines the input text, radio, checkbox, Dropdown list options and 
required marker  

 seButton: defines the input submit button 

 seRadio: defines the input radio 

 seCheckbox: defines the input checkbox 

 seTextarea: defines the textarea 

 seFirstChild: defines a group’s first <td> tag 

 seElementRow: defines the horizontal group’s <tr> tag 

 seLabelTitle seLabelPosRight seFirstChild: defines the horizontal and vertical group’s 
<td> tag; each class can be used separately 

 seHeaderTitle: defines the vertical group <tr> tag 

 seLabelTitle seLabelPosTop: defines the vertical group <td> tag 

 sePopulatorRow: defines the dynamic checkbox <tr> tag (populated control) 

 seRequiredMarker: defines the required marker span  

When a form is created, the system will assign an ID to the form. Selectors with 
the form ID will ensure those style definitions are only applied to the controls 
within that form.  

The following list includes sample selector definitions. These are samples only 
and may not apply to all forms since not all forms will have all control types 
inserted. A form’s design and style sheet definitions will depend on the actual 
form. Designers may have to access the source code of a form to determine style 
sheet definitions. The attributes listed for definition within each control are 
suggestions but are not exhaustive.  

 

Class Attributes Description 



vertical background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight, 
border, 
padding, 
margin 

Defines 
vertically 
aligned 
controls 

horizontal background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight, 
border, 
padding, 
margin 

Defines 
horizontally 
aligned 
controls 

seform background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight, 
border, 
padding, 
margin 

Defines the 
entire form 

seText background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight, 
border, 
padding, 
margin 

Defines 
control 
labels, 
including: 
Textbox, 
Textarea, 
Checkbox, 
File 
Upload, 
Password, 
Required 
marker, 
Text, Link 
and 
Populated 
Controls 

seRequiredLabel background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight, 
border, 
padding, 
margin 

Defines 
label styles 
for required 
controls 



 

 

seRequiredLabelIndicator image, 
background
-color, font-
type, 
margin, 
padding 

Defines 
label 
indicators 

seInput background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight, 
border, 
padding, 
margin 

Defines 
input 
values’ 
styles 
(includes 
input values 
for File 
Upload and 
Password 
controls) 

seRequiredElement background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight, 
border, 
padding, 
margin 

Defines the 
input text, 
radio, 
checkbox, 
Dropdown 
list options 
and 
required 
marker 

seButton background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight, 
border, 
padding, 
margin 

Defines 
style for the 
submit 
button 

seRadio background
-color, 
border, 
border-
width 

Defines the 
radio button  

seCheckbox background
-color, 
border, 
border-
width 

Defines the 
checkbox  

seTextarea background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight 

Defines text 
area label 



seFirstChild background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight 

Defines a 
group’s 
<td> tag 

seElementRow background
-color, 
width, 
padding, 
margin 

Defines the 
horizontal 
group’s <tr> 
tag 

seLabelTitle 
seLabelPosRight 
seFirstChild 

background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight 

Note: Each 
class can 
be used 
separately. 

Defines 
horizontal 
checkbox 
set 

seHeaderTitle background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight 

Defines 
main 
group’s, 
group 
control’s 
name 

seLabelTitle 
seLabelPosTop 

background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight 

Defines 
vertical 
group <td> 
tag 

sePopulatorRow background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight, 
border, 
padding, 
margin 

Defines a 
dynamic 
checkbox 
<tr> tag for 
the 
populated 
control 

seRequiredMarker background
-color, 
color, font-
type, font-
size, font-
weight 

Defines the 
Required 
Marker 

 



 

 

 

Best Practice: To keep forms consistent and general from a 
design perspective, designers only need to define the labels, 
inputs, select, image, and link tags. These can be defined on a 
style sheet as <label>, <input>, <select>, <img>, and <a>, 
respectively and should suffice if the form layout is simple. 
Defining styles for reserved classes can become complex and 
will require knowledge of Cascading Style Sheets. It may also 
require designers to use the HTML code of the form as a 
resource.  

Note: Checkbox set and radio button set labels can also be defined 
globally with the <label > tag.  

2.7.1.3 Applying the Style Sheet to the Form 

At the form level, designers can apply a style sheet to the form via the Form 
Definition tool on the editor toolbar. Clicking the Form Definition tool will launch 
the Form Definition dialog box.  

 

Selecting a style sheet will allow selectors with reserved classes to display 
depending on how and if those selectors are defined on the style sheet.  

Custom ID selectors and classes can also be created in the style sheet and can 
be assigned to controls on the form via the ID and Class fields in each control’s 
property set.  



2.7.1.4 Assigning Classes and IDs at the Form Level 

Designers can assign a Class or an ID to most controls to determine a more 
specific look and feel. These classes and IDs can be assigned in two ways: 

1. Designers define the desired attributes for the reserved form selectors in a style 
sheet. 

2. Designers define new classes in the style sheet and enter these in the Label Class 
property of each desired control. 

For example: A style sheet may have attributes for the selector: #AF .seTextarea 
defined on a style sheet. A textbox control, inserted on a form to capture the 
name of site visitors, would appear as such: 

  

In the source code, the class associated with this control would be “seText”. 
However, if designers prefer the textbox appear as textarea controls on the form 
appear, they may enter “seTextarea” in the Label Class field.  

  

These classes and IDs can be defined either in the style sheet that has been 
applied to the particular form in the Form Definition or in the style sheet that has 
been applied to the page that the form is placed upon. This functionality works 
similar with the Class and ID attributes in control properties sections.  

The main group and the Group control have the ID attribute available within the 
properties sections. The Textbox, Textarea, Dropdown List, Checkbox, File 
Upload, Password, and Populated Dropdown List controls have the Label 
Class attribute available in the properties sections. The Button, Required 
Message, Image, and Link controls have the Class attribute available in the 
properties sections.  

2.7.1.5 Inline Styles 

At the form level, most controls have the following options, which allow the 
definition of inline styles: Style, Label Style, and Field Style. While most 
controls allow for inline style definition, there are a few exceptions. The 
Horizontal Rule, Vertical Rule, Image, and Link controls do not allow for inline 
style definition within the actual form. Designers must utilize style sheets to 
design and control the look and feel of these controls.  

Inline styles defined for controls will override style sheet selectors that define 
those same attributes for a control. The controls are listed below with the inline 
style options available. 

 

Best Practice: As a best practice, designers should use style 
sheets to control the design of forms, since they apply at 
global levels. Using style sheets facilitates easier and global 
control of form design. If inline styles were defined for each 
control, each control’s inline style would have to be modified, 
whereas with style sheets modifying one selector can control 
the design of multiple controls on multiple forms (assuming 
multiple forms are using the style sheet).  

 



 

 

Control Options 
Available 

Description 

Main 
group 

Style Allows 
definition of 
styles for the 
main group. 

Group Style Allows 
definition of 
styles for the 
group 
containing 
controls or 
other groups. 
The styles will 
affect the way 
controls look. 
Groups 
defined as 
Fieldset will 
always have a 
border around 
them. 

Textbox Label 
Style and 
Field 
Style 

Allows 
definition of 
styles for the 
control’s label 
and field’s 
values. 

Textarea Label 
Style and 
Field 
Style 

Allows 
definition of 
styles for the 
control’s label 
and field’s 
values. 

Dropdown 
List 

Label 
Style and 
Field 
Style 

Allows 
definition of 
styles for the 
control’s label 
and field’s 
values. 

Checkbox Label 
Style 

Allows 
definition of 
styles for the 
control’s label. 

Button Style Allows 
definition of 
styles for the 
button. 

File 
Upload 

Label 
Style and 
Field 
Style 

Allows 
definition of 
styles for the 
control’s label 
and field’s 
values. 



Password Label 
Style and 
Field 
Style 

Allows 
definition of 
styles for the 
control’s label 
and field’s 
values. 

Required 
Message 

Style Allows 
definition of 
styles for the 
required 
message text. 

Text Style Allows 
definition of 
styles for the 
text. 

Populated 
Dropdown 
List  

Label 
Style and 
Field 
Style 

Allows 
definition of 
styles for the 
control’s label 
and field 
values.  

 

Clicking Style, Label Style, and Field Style will all launch the Update Inline 
Style dialog box. 

 

  

The Update Inline Style dialog box contains a CSS property selector, which 
includes the same properties as the SiteExecutive style sheet editor and 
facilitates creation of inline styles. Selection of an available property inserts the 
property and a colon followed by a semicolon in the text area. The cursor will 
appear after the colon where designers will define the value for the selected 
property. Text (properties and values) can also be inserted into the text area 
manually. Values entered in the Update Inline Style dialog box will define the 
label or field styles for each control.  



 

 

 

Technical Note: In order to meet XML parser requirements, 
the system will not allow double-quotation marks (“), the less 
than (<), or greater than (>) symbols since they are not valid in 
styles. The system will not validate any other characters 
entered here. Though they may not function, other characters 
entered will not break the form. The system will not validate if 
CSS is entered correctly.  

The values entered here will override those defined in style sheets, since they 
are inline with each control. The HTML code displayed will indicate inline class 
association.  

Notes:  

 Since Horizontal Rule, Vertical Rule, Image, and Link controls do not allow for 
inline style definition within the actual form, a style sheet may still be needed to 
ensure consistency of all controls on the form.  

 The design of the form will be contingent on inline styles, form style sheet, 
template style sheet, and page style sheet associations. All style definitions 
function in a hierarchical manner. Inline styles will override selectors defined on 
the style sheets (assuming the inline styles have been defined for controls, which 
are also defined on the style sheet).  

2.8 Inserting the Form on Pages and Templates 
Once a form is created via the Advanced Forms module, it may be inserted on pages 
and templates. The form will display on the page or template when the page or template 
is published. Site visitors will be able to fill out the form and submit responses via the 
form. This section will focus on inserting forms on a page. To insert a form on a 
template, the same steps can be followed on the template. 

2.8.1 Inserting a Form on Pages  
Once a form has been created, it can be inserted on a page for display. 

To insert a form on a page: 

1. Select the desired page in the Site Tree. 

2. Select the Preview/Edit tab. 

3. Click Edit Page. 

4. Click in the page where the module will be inserted. 

5. Click the Insert a Module tool. 

The Insert Module dialog box will appear. 

6. Select Advanced Forms in the Module: Dropdown list. 

7. Click OK. 

The Module Properties dialog box will appear. 



 

8. Enter information in the available fields.  

The fields are defined as follows: 

Select Form: Displays a list of available forms. Only the forms for which the 
user has at least Read permissions will appear. 

Results Handler (icon): By clicking the mailbox icon, you may customize the 
results handling for this specific form deployment. 

Module ID: Displays ID selectors which were parsed from the style sheet. The 
ID selector selected will then be passed to XHTML so that styles based on the 
ID will determine the look and feel of the content. Users will also have the 
option Use Current Form Style, which will allow them to choose the style 
sheet defined on the form via the Form Definition tool.  

Note: As previously mentioned, the design of the form will be contingent 
on inline styles, form style sheet, template style sheet and page style 
sheet associations. All style definitions function in a hierarchical 
manner. Inline styles for will override selectors defined on the style 
sheets (assuming the inline styles have been defined for controls which 
may also be defined on a style sheet). Form style sheets take 
precedence over page and template style sheets. Template style sheets 
take precedence over page style sheets if equal attributes are defined for 
the same selectors on the template and page style sheets. While this 
may be difficult to grasp, looking at the HTML in the source code will 
indicate the placement of style sheets. These will be listed in order of 
least priority.  

 

Due to cascading property of style sheets, non-identical selectors may 
display properly regardless of priority. Identical selectors with different 
attributes defined will display attributes of combined style sheets in 
order of priority.  

9. Click Save. 



 

 

The form will appear on the page. The page must be published for it to 
become available to visitors. 
 

 

Note: Forms submitted via the Preview tool (within the page’s editor) or 
while the page is in preview on the Preview/Edit tab will be recognized 
as actual form results and will appear when the form results are 
exported. It is recommended that the form be tested via the test tool on 
the form, instead of while the form is on the page.  

2.8.2 Accessing Advanced Forms Module Properties 
Once the module is inserted on a page, the properties of the module may be accessed 
and modified. 

To access the Advanced Forms module properties: 

1. Select the desired module while the page is in edit mode. 

2. Right-click on the module. 

3. Select Advanced Forms. 

 

The Module Properties dialog box will appear. 

 

4. Make desired modifications. 

5. Click Save. 

2.9 Usage of a Form 
The Usage tab is available at the form level and allows users to view the editable and 
active templates and pages that are using the selected form. This allows users to verify 
the use of the form before making changes to or deleting it. This is also useful for 
informational purposes.  

To view which templates and pages are using a style sheet: 



1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Usage tab. 

 

The Usage tab appears and allows users to find editable and active templates 
and pages that are currently using the form. 
  

 

6. Select Templates or Pages (as desired).  

A list of templates or pages (depending on the option selected) will appear. The list may 
be printed. Placing the pointer on the name of the object displays the path to that object. 
 

 
If the form is not being used by any templates or pages, the system will display 
notification of such: 
 

 

Users can print the list of active templates and pages on which the form has been 
inserted by clicking Print.  

2.10 Results Submissions 
SiteExecutive allows users to view a summary of the results submitted without exporting 
the form. The Submission tab, by default, displays a chart displaying the number of 
results submitted in a four-week date range. Placing the pointer over a specific date on 
the chart will display a summary of that date’s activities. 
 

 

 
To view a summary of the results: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 



 

 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Select the Submission tab. 

 

By default, the system will check the submissions of the current form for the four 
weeks prior to the current date. If there are no submissions in the selected date 
range, a notification will display. Users have the ability to enter different dates in 
the date range fields. 

 

Note: Built-in logic will check the date range selected and will allow the 
system to determine if the chart will display in days, weeks or months 
when users click the Search button. If the date range is less than or equal 
to four weeks, the chart will display in day intervals. If the date range is 
greater than four weeks and less than or equal to six months, the chart will 
display in week intervals. If the date range is greater than six months, the 
chart will display in month intervals. View by day, week or month can be 
changed. 

 
Users have the ability to: 

 Search within specified date ranges. If no date is entered into the Search From: date 
field, the system will automatically populate the earliest date for which results exist. If no 
date is entered into the To: date field, the system will automatically populate the latest 
date for which results exist.  

 Display the results in day, week, or month intervals.  

 Delete individual submissions. 

 View details of results submitted. Clicking View Details will display a list of all results 
submitted. 

 

 



 
 

 

Technical Notes:  

A few technical points to consider about submissions are 
listed below. 

 Each control will have a unique ID associated upon creation. Each submitted 
result is assigned the ID of the field that the result is submitted for. If an 
existing field is changed (type, label, etc.), a new ID is not created. To a form 
owner, this may cause confusion between the old and new field results. For 
example, if a Textarea control is used to capture site visitors’ names and the 
control is later modified to capture addresses, names and addresses may 
appear in the same column since the ID is the same for the controls.  

 The system will list all possible fields based on the IDs of the results in the 
selected range. If certain controls were deleted and other controls were added 
after some results were submitted, all fields (current and deleted) will be listed, 
ensuring that no data is lost.  

 The column header displays the latest label within a specific control. For 
example, if the Textarea control named “Name” is used to capture site visitors’ 
names and this control is later renamed “Address” and modified to capture 
addresses, the results will list both names and addresses in the column of 
results, and the column label will read “Address”. 

Within the Submission tab, users can print results listed. The Print button displays 
results in a user-friendly format and will process the print job immediately.  

In the print version, each set of results will appear separately and hidden fields’ values 
will not be included. Encrypted values will not be decrypted in the printed version of the 
results.  

2.11 Exporting Results 
Once submissions have been received via the form, results can be exported. Users with 
at least Admin permissions to the form can select different export options. 

To export results: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Click on Export tab. 

 

The Export Form Results window will display all previous exports, if any.  

6. Click on the Export Options button. 

 

The Export Options dialog box will appear. 



 

 

 

The Export Form Results dialog box will indicate the number of results that 
have been submitted since the date of the first submission.  

7. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

Start Date: Allows the selection of a start date for the exported results. 

End Date: Allows the selection of an end date for the exported results. 

Delimited Text File: Exports the results into a delimited text file.  

Excel Spreadsheet: Exports the results into a spreadsheet. 

XML File: Exports the results into an XML file.  

Delimiter: Allows selection of the delimiter to be used in the exported results. 
This option is only available if the file format chosen is a Delimited Text File.  

Include Header Row: Allows users to determine if the column headers should 
appear as part of the exported results. This option is not available if the file 
format chosen is an XML File. 

Decrypt: Allows users to determine if results should be decrypted.  

 

Technical Note: The password value will never be 
decrypted. Users must use the SiteExecutive built-in 
module to decrypt password values. The module, 
secure_value_handler.cfm, is available on the server 
within 
siteexecutive\sev35\mod\addons\semod_advancedfor
ms and allows users to decrypt of encrypt a string.  

The following code provides guidelines for 
decrypting and encrypting strings.  

 
To decrypt a string 
 
<cfmodule 

 template="/#request.seMap#/mod/add



ons/semod_advancedforms/secure_value_han

dler.cfm" 

  action="decode" 

  sourceString="#yourString#" 

 

 resultString="decryptedString"> 

 
To encrypt a string 
 
<cfmodule 

 template="/#request.seMap#/mod/add

ons/semod_advancedforms/secure_value_han

dler.cfm" 

  action="encode" 

  sourceString="#yourString#" 

 

 resultString="encryptedString"> 

Secure Export (Download results immediately): Allows user to immediately 
download the desired result set to local drives. This option is only available if 
SiteExecutive authoring site has been secured using SSL, and the form result set 
is downloaded using SSL secured communication. The exported file will be 
named using the following naming convention: 
createdate(mmddyyhhmmss)_resultsetstartdate(mmddyy)_resultsetenddat
e(mmddyy).ext When results are exported using Secure Export, the results file 
will not be saved in the system. 

Create Export File (For later downloading): Creates the result set file for user 
to download or email later. The exported file will remain available under the 
Export tab when a form is selected. 

Create Export File and Email: Allows users to determine if the results should be 
sent via e-mail to specific individuals. Selecting this option will email the results to 
the email address entered and create an export file under the Export file which 
will remain available until the deleted.  

Email Address: Allows the entry of a valid e-mail address to send results. This 
field allows the entry of one e-mail address.  

Attach Uploaded Files: Allows users to determine if uploaded files will be sent 
as attachments via e-mail with the results. 

8. Click Export. 

The Export tab will refresh when an Export File is created. The file will display in 
the Exported Files list under the Export tab. If uploaded files exist in the result 
set, these will appear as compressed (.zip) files next to the export file.  

The following rules will apply to the exported results file: 

 Hidden fields’ values will not be included. 

 Password values will not be decrypted even if the Decrypt option is selected. 

 The exported file’s name will appear with the following naming convention: 
createdate(mmddyyhhmmss)_resultsetstartdate(mmddyy)_resultsetenddate(mmdd
yy).ext. 

9. Exported uploaded files will be named using the following naming convention: 
createdate(mmddyyhhmmss)_resultsetstartdate(mmddyy)_resultsetenddate(mmddyy).zip. 



 

 

 

 

To download an Exported File: 

1. Select the form in the Explorer. 

2. Select the Export tab. 

3. Click on the file name for the desired Exported File in the Exported Files list. 

 

File Download window will appear. 

4. Click Open or Save. 

The results will open in the appropriate application or will be downloaded to 
selected directory.  

Users can click on the desired Uploaded File in the Exported Files list to view 
or download the files uploaded to the form.  

 

 
 

Delimited Text File: 
 

 

 
 

Excel Spreadsheet: 
 



 

 

XML File: 
 

 

Note: If 16-digit numbers (for example, credit card numbers) are exported 
into an Excel spreadsheet file, the last digit will become a zero. This is a 
technical limitation of the Excel application and can be avoided by 
exporting results into an XML file or a delimited text file.  

2.12  Manage Spam Results 
The Advanced Forms module contains a Spam reduction feature. The Spam tab 
provides a management interface for all suspected Spam results.  The module also 
provides the ability to receive Spam notifications. Users can be alerted when Spam 
results are logged and can use the Spam tab to determine if the results are actually 
Spam or are valid results. Spam Filtering can be disabled for a given form here as well. 

Spam Filtering has five different levels of effectiveness. 

1. Aggressive: Default spam filter setting. Strongest Spam detection. 

2. Strong: Adds Min Time Spent On Form field. This field will cause any 
submissions by users that spend at least X seconds on the form to not be 
marked as Spam. This field is also available on all less strict spam filter settings 

3. Normal: Less strict than Strong. Enables Min Time Spent On Form. 

4. Mild: The least strict setting that will catch Spam. 

5. None: Results will not be flagged as Spam. 

To access Spam submissions for a given form: 

1. Select a form. 

2. Select the Spam tab. 

3. Configure Spam Notification Settings by adding From and To email and frequency. 



 

 

  

4. Click Update. 

The next section of the Spam tab will load all form results that were suspected Spam at the time 
of submission. The number of Spam results per page can be set by the Records Per Page field. 

 

 

 
Several administrative actions can take place. 
 



Action Description 

 

 

Selects/Unselects all Spam results on 
the tab. 

Note:  This will only select all Spam 
results that are on the actual tab at 
the time of the action(up to 15).  This 
will not select all Spam results 
associated to the form. 

 

 

Expands/Collapses selected Spam results. 

 

Marks all Spam results that are selected 
as valid form results.  The results will 
move from the Spam tab to the 
Submission tab and be available when 
exporting and purging results 

 

Deletes all Spam results that are 
selected.  The results will no longer 
appear on Spam tab nor the Submission 
tab 

  Mark As 
Not Spam 

Marks the selected Spam result as a 
valid form result.  The result will move 
from the Spam tab to the Submission tab 
and be available when exporting and 
purging results 

  Delete 
Spam 

Deletes the selected Spam result.  The 
result will no longer appear on Spam tab 
nor the Submission tab 

  View 
Result 

Expands the cell to show the contents of 
the suspected Spam result 

 

2.13  Purging Results 
Form submissions may be purged at any time as desired. Purging results requires 
Administrative permissions.  

To purge exported results: 

1. Select Modules/Applications in the Site Explorer. 

2. Select Advanced Forms under Modules. 

3. Select the desired form group under Advanced Forms. 



 

 

4. Select the desired form under the form group. 

5. Double-click Purge Form Results on the Desktop tab.  

 

The Purge Form Results dialog box will appear. If no results are available for 
purge, the dialog box will indicate that there are no results available. 

 

Clicking Close will close the Purge Form Results dialog box if there are no 
results available.  

If results are available, the dialog box will provide options for purge of results. 

 

The Purge Form Results dialog box will indicate the number of results that 
have been submitted since the first date for which results are available.  

6. Enter information in the available fields. 

The fields are defined as follows: 

Start Date: Allows the selection of a start date for the purge of results. 

End Date: Allows the selection of an end date for the purge of results. 

Purge Exported Results Only: Deletes only the results that were exported. 

Note: In the event that orphan binary files exist, an additional section will 
indicate the number of orphan binary files (orphan binaries are files 
uploaded via a form, but do not have the rest of the associated results). A 
Purge option is available to purge orphan binary files.  



One example of how orphan binary files may be created is when the form is 
tested via the test tool on the form’s editor. Though results are not typically 
stored and submitted in test mode, a binary file is actually created. When the 
form is re-directed, the binary file is removed. However, if custom results 
handling applied calls for a re-direction in the logic, binary files may not be 
removed. In this case, the system will store an orphan binary object, which can 
be removed via the Purge option. 
 

 
 
A message requesting confirmation will appear. 

 

7. Click OK to continue. 

Upon completion, confirmation of successful purge will appear. 

 

8. Click OK. 

Purging results will make those results unavailable. It is recommended that results 
be exported and stored before they are purged. Purging results will not affect 
exported result files. Once results are exported, result files must be manually 
deleted, as desired. 

3 The Site Visitor Experience 
Site visitors will access forms upon visiting pages on which forms have been inserted. 
Filling out forms should be intuitive, as long as controls have been appropriately labeled 
and required indicators are used to indicate required fields.  



 

 

 

Several points to consider from a site visitor perspective include: 

 When submitting forms, site visitors will have to enter data into all required fields before a form 
can be submitted. The error messages for each required field can be customized in the control 
properties sections during form creation.  

 Default values entered into input fields will be submitted as results if site visitors do not change 
these values. Thus default values should be entered with care, always making sure that a large 
majority of users will want to give that default answer, and of course, should be a desirable result. 

 Submitting a form will direct visitors to a confirmation page. The confirmation target page will be 
an internal page if results are handled internally. The page may exist outside of SiteExecutive if 
results have been set to be handled externally. In the Results Handler dialog box, during form 
creation, users have the ability to determine if a form can be re-submitted.  

 

This option is important, since it affects site visitors’ capabilities with re-
submitting forms by clicking the browser’s Back button. If a form is not allowed 
for re-submission, site visitors may submit a form initially. Clicking on the Back 
button within the confirmation page, will display the form with all form field data 
entered (as entered by site visitor before submission). If the site visitor attempts 
to re-submit the form, a page will appear with notification that the form has 
already been submitted and may not be re-submitted. The message will state, 
“The form has been submitted. You are not allowed to submit it again.” If 
form re-submission is allowed, site visitors will be able to click the browser’s 
Back button from the confirmation page and may re-submit the form as many 
times as desired. Each form submission will create a result set and will be visible 
in the Submission tab of a form.  

Note: Files uploaded via the File Upload control will have to be re-selected 
when visitors try to re-submit the form. This is due to the way browsers 
handle forms when data is entered.   

 Custom result handling may have been established via the Results Handler and will affect the 
way results are handled. 



4 SiteExecutive 2013 Permissions 
Available actions for users based on permission levels in SiteExecutive 2013 can be 
found on the Support Center. 

http://support.siteexecutive.com/training/resources/permissions_2013_chart.html 

 

http://support.siteexecutive.com/training/resources/permissions_2013_chart.html

